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Abstract
Composites of nanoparticles with complex fluids represent a unique physical system
where thermal physical properties of the components partially or fully mix and
new behavior can emerge. Traditional composites are relatively well understood
as the superposition, weighted by volume or mass, of the components properties
and the interfacial interactions play the role of holding the composite together.
As the filler component, nanoparticle, decreases in size, the surface area begins
to dominate, leading to unique behavior of the nanocomposites. The richness of
the nanocomposites that can be designed by coupling various nanoparticles and
complex fluid materials opens a wide field of active research.
This dissertation presents a series of experimental studies on various nanocom-
posites using modulated differential scanning calorimetry, spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry, dielectric spectroscopy, polarizing microscopy, and conductivity measure-
ments of nanoparticles such as multi-wall carbon nanotubes and quantum dots
on the phase transitions of several liquid crystals and polymers. The liquid crys-
tals (LCs) and liquid crystalline polymer (LCP) of interest are: negative dielec-
tric anisotropy alkoxyphenylbenzoate (9OO4), octylcyanobiphenyl (8CB), decyl-
cyanobiphenyl (10CB), and isotactic polypropylene (iPP) which can form smectic
liquid crystal (LC) phase. Studies have been carried out as a function of concen-
tration and temperature spanning through various ordered phases.
The results indicate a mixture of ordering and disordering effects of the nanopar-
ticles on the phases of the complex fluids. In 9OO4/CNT system, dipole moment
of liquid crystal and graphene-like surface can allow a random dispersion of CNT to
promote both orientational and positional order. For nCB/CNT, nCB/Quantum
dot (QD) systems, nanoparticles induce net disordering effect in LC media. The
effect of QDs on LC depends on the anchoring conditions and the QDs size. The
results clearly demonstrate that the nematic phase imposes self-assembly on QDs
to form one dimensional arrays. This leads to net disordering effect. The ther-
mal/electrical conductivity changes in thin films of iPP/CNT sheared/un-sheared
samples and it also varies with temperature for the purpose of inducing anisotropy
of those properties in parallel and perpendicular to average orientation. The per-
ii
colation threshold is clearly pronounced in both conductivities due to pressing and
shearing treatment of the films. This will further our abilities to nano-engineer
material for many important applications.
iii
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Chapter1
Introduction
1.1 Nano-Materials
The interest in nanoscale materials stems from the fact that new properties are
acquired at this length scale and, equally important, that these properties change
with their size or shape. The change in the properties at this length scale is not a
result of scaling factors. It results from different causes in different materials. In
semiconductors, it results from the further confinement of the electronic motion to
a length scale that is comparable to or smaller than the length scale characterizing
the electronic motion in bulk semiconducting material (called the electron Bohr
radius, which is usually a few nanometers). As noble metals are reduced in size to
tens of nanometers, a new very strong absorption is observed resulting from the
collective oscillation of the electrons in the conduction band from one surface of
the particle to the other. This oscillation has a frequency that absorbs the visible
light. This is called a surface plasmon absorption. This strong absorption, giving
rise to vivid characteristic color, has been observed and used, but not understood,
since the 17th century [1]. The gold particles, giving rise to a brilliant rose color,
have been used throughout Europe in stained glass windows of cathedrals and
by the Chinese in coloring vases and other ornaments [1]. In transition metal
nanoparticles, the decrease in the particle size to the nanometer length scale in-
creases the surface-to-volume ratio. This, together with our ability to make them
in different sizes and shapes, makes them potentially useful in the field of catalysis.
The past couple of decades have witnessed an exponential growth of activities in
2this field worldwide, driven both by the excitement of understanding their science
and by the potential hope for applications and economic impacts. The largest
activity in this field at this time has been in the synthesis of new nanoparticles
of different sizes and new shapes. The unraveling of the physics of these particles
and the application of computation methods to understand their behavior is being
investigated. Self-assembly of these nanoparticles by different techniques, either
from the bottom-up techniques (assembling particles synthesized in solution) or
from the top-down techniques (different lithographic methods), is being pursued.
Although many future applications will make use of the properties of the individ-
ual nanoparticles (sensors, medical diagnostics, homogeneous catalysis, etc.), there
are other important applications that would require self-assembled nanoparticles
(nanoelectronics, optoelectronics, photonics, heterogeneous catalysis, etc).
Besides giving the materials new properties, creating novel nanostructures re-
quires new understanding of the properties of their surfaces. In most of their
potential applications, the quality and the structure of the surface of nanoparticles
will undoubtedly play a pivotal role in determining their functions. Being small
could make the surface of a nanoparticle unstable due to the high surface energy
and the large surface curvature. Thus, the thermal physical properties of mate-
rials change as nanoparticles are added. Not only could their surface structure
and shape change, but the chemical nature of their surface could be altered, too.
In addition, for device applications, these nanoparticles need to be connected to
our macroscopic world. The perturbation at interface could have larger effects
on the properties of nanoparticles than quantum confinement or other physical
forces involved within the nanoparticle space. Thus, it is clear that using these
nanoparticles fully and effectively will depend on our understanding of their general
properties and also of their surface properties and stability. It is hoped that before
we move quickly into producing large-scale dream devices in nanotechnology, the
nanoscience is carried out. Not only should we be able to make any nanostructure
of any shape and in any assembled form, we should also know a great deal about
the properties of the individual nanoparticles as well as their assembled structures.
31.1.1 Quantum Dots or Nanocrystal
The research of microelectronic materials is driven by the need to tailor electronic
and optical properties for specific component applications. Progress in epitaxial
growth and advances in patterning and other processing techniques have made it
possible to fabricate artificial dedicated materials for microelectronics. In these
materials, the electronic structure is tailored by changing the local material com-
position and by confining the electrons in nanometer-size foils or grains [2]. Due
to quantization of electron energies, these systems are often called quantum struc-
tures. If the electrons are confined by a potential barrier in all three directions,
the nanocrystals are called quantum dots (QDs). This review of quantum dots be-
gins with discussion of the physical principles and first experiments and concludes
with the first expected commercial applications: single-electron pumps, biomole-
cule markers, and QD lasers.
In nanocrystals, the crystal size dependency of the energy and the spacing of
discrete electron levels are so large that they can be observed experimentally and
utilized in technological applications. QDs are often also called mesoscopic atoms
or artificial atoms to indicate that the scale of electron states in QDs is larger than
the lattice constant of a crystal. However, there is no rigorous lower limit to the
size of a QD, and therefore even macromolecules and single impurity atoms in a
crystal can be called QDs.
The quantization of electron energies in nanometer-size crystals leads to dra-
matic changes in transport and optical properties. As an example, Figure 1.1
shows the dependence of the fluorescence wavelength on the dimensions and ma-
terial composition of the nanocrystals. The large wavelength differences between
the blue, green, and red emissions result here from using materials having differ-
ent band gaps: CdSe (blue), InP (green), and InAs (red). The fine-tuning of the
fluorescence emission within each color is controlled by the size of the QDs. This
is a scaling effect.
A nanocrystal (NC) is a single crystal having a diameter of a few nanometers. A
NCQD is a nanocrystal that has a smaller band gap than the surrounding material.
The easiest way to produce NCQDs is to mechanically grind a macroscopic crystal.
Currently NCQDs are very attractive for optical applications because their color
is directly determined by their dimensions. The size of the NCQDs can be selected
4Figure 1.1. Nanocrystal quantum dots (NCQD) illuminated by UV-light emit light at a
wavelength that depends both on the material composition and the size of the NCQDS.
Large differences in the fluorescence wavelength result from different band gaps of the
materials. Within each color (blue, green, and red) the wavelength is defined by the
different sizes of the NCQDs [2].
by filtering a larger collection of NCQDs or by tuning the parameters of a chemical
fabrication process.
Cadmium selenide (CdS) and zinc selenide (ZnSe) NCQDs are approximately
spherical crystalites with either wurtzite or zinc-blend structure. Their diameter
ranges usually between 6 and 10 nm. CdSe NCQDs are prepared by standard
processing methods. A typical fabrication procedure for CdSe NCQDs is described
in [3, 4]. Briefly, Cd(CH3)2 is added to a stock solution of selenium (Se) powder
dissolved in tributylphosphine (TBP). This stock solution is prepared under N2
in a refrigerator, while tri-n-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) is heated in a reaction
flask to 360 0C under argon (Ar) flow. The stock solution is then quickly injected
into the hot TOPO, and the reaction flask is cooled when the NCQDs of the desired
size is achieved. The final powder is obtained after precipitating the NCQDs with
methanol, centrifugation, and drying under nitrogen flow.
51.1.2 Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon is a special element in nature, which chemical versatility makes it the cen-
tral agent in most applications. Until recently, it had been well known that pure
carbon exists in two forms: diamonds and graphite. In 1985, Harold Kroto, Robert
Curl, and Richard E. Smally discovered a new form of carbon, fullerenes, which
are molecules of pure carbon atoms bonded together forming geometrically regular
structures [5]. The best known is the C60, which has precisely the same geometry
as the soccer ball, total 60 carbon atoms. Due to the similarity of structure de-
veloped by American architect, Buckminster Fuller, this new molecule was named
the buckminster fullerene, or bucky-ball. The Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) were
first prepared by M. Endo in 1978, as part of his PhD studies at the University of
Orleans in France. He was able to produce very small diameter filaments (about
7 nm) using a vapour-growth technique, but these fibers were not recognized as
nanotubes and were not studied systematically. It was only after the discovery
of fullerenes, C60 in 1985 by Kroto [5], that researchers started to explore carbon
structures further. In 1991, when the Japanese electron microscopist Sumio Iijima
observed CNTs [6], the field really started to advance. He was studying the mate-
rial deposited on the cathode during an arc-evaporation synthesis of fullerenes when
he observed CNTs. A short time later, Thomas Ebbesen and Pulickel Ajayan, from
Iijimas lab, showed how nanotubes could be produced in bulk quantities by varying
the arc-evaporation conditions [7]. But the standard arc evaporation method had
produced only multiwall nanotubes. After some research, it was found that the
addition of metals such as cobalt to the graphite electrodes resulted in extremely
fine single-wall nanotubes. The synthesis in 1993 of SWNTs was a major event in
the development of CNTs [8, 9]. Although the discovery of CNTs was an acciden-
tal event, it opened the way to flourishing research into the properties of CNTs
in labs all over the world, with many scientists demonstrating promising physical,
chemical, structural, electronic, thermal and optical properties of CNTs.
1.1.3 General Properties of CNTs
Carbon nanotubes are made up of one or more wrapped seamless concentric cylin-
drical carbon honeycomb lattice or graphene sheet. The theoretically smallest nan-
6Figure 1.2. Chiral vector ~C and chiral angle θ with unit vectors shown in (A). (B) is
armchair type m = n, (C) is zig-zag m = 0, n 6=0, (D) is chiral type m6=n, (F) shows
multi-wall and (E) single-wall carbon nanotubes. ~a1 and ~a2 are the unit cell vectors of
the two-dimensional hexagonal graphene sheet. The circumference of nanotube is given
by the length of chiral vector. The chiral angle θ is defined as the angle between chiral
vector ~C and the zigzag axis [10].
otubes have diameters equal to diameters of C60 (d = 0.7 nm). The most important
structures are single wall (SW) and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). The
primary symmetry classification of CNT is divided into two parts, achiral and chi-
ral. An achiral nanotube is defined by a nanotube whose mirror image has an
indistinguishable structure to the original one. And, as a consequence, it is super-
imposable. There are only two cases of achiral nanotubes: armchair and zig-zag
nanotubes. Single wall carbon nanotubes are completely described, except for their
length, by a single vector ~C pointing from the first atom towards the second one
and is defined by the relation Equation 1.1 [10]
~C = n~a1 +m~a2 (1.1)
where n and m are integers. ~a1 and ~a2 are the unit cell vectors of the two-
dimensional lattice formed by the graphene sheets. The direction of the nanotube
axis is perpendicular to this chiral vector. The length of the chiral vector ~C Fig-
ure 1.2 is the circumference of the nanotube and is given by the corresponding
7relationship:
c = ~C = a
√
n2 + nm+m2 (1.2)
where the value a is the length of the unit cell vector (a1 = a2). This length a is
related to the carbon-carbon bond length. Using the circumferential length c, the
diameter of the carbon nanotube is thus given by the relation:
D =
c
n
. (1.3)
1.1.4 Thermal Properties of CNTs
The thermal wave propagation differs in carbon nanotubes from metal nanowires.
Due to their unique crystalline structure, boundary scattering is nearly absent in
CNTs. Thus, CNTs show high thermal and electrical conductivity and this makes
CNTs an ideal candidate for promising applications in nanoelectronics. The poten-
tial applications and intriguing nanoscale thermal conduction physics has inspired
several groups to measure CNTs thermophysical properties. Hone group [11] mea-
sured the temperature dependent thermoelectric power (TEP) of crystalline ropes
of SWCNTs by simply applying a small temperature difference of maximum ±
0.2 K and measuring the voltage induced in the sample. They observed mod-
erately large hole-like TEP and the TEP approaches zero at high temperature.
Thermal conductivities of SWCNTs bundles and mats were measured by Hone
group [12, 13]. The measured thermal conductance of millimeter size mat samples
made of CNTs shows linear temperature dependence below 25 K and extrapolates
to zero at zero temperature. The thermal conductivity at room-temperature is
1750-5800 W/m-K the range for the longitudinal thermal conductivity of a single
rope [12]. The measurement results have advanced our understanding of thermal
conduction in CNTs. However it is very difficult to extract the thermal conduc-
tivity of single wall carbon nanotubes, due to nanotube-nanotube junction and
nanotube-interface contact resistances. This is the main reason that theoretical
values are always higher, an order of magnitude than the experimental values. Be-
low room temperature, ”Umklapp” phonon-phonon scattering became very weak
[13, 14] and it does not occur some times. This indicates that the dominant scatter-
8ing mechanism is phonon scattering by defects and boundaries of nanotube walls
which depends upon the sample geometry, contact surface and interface roughness.
There has been some experimental and theoretical work at low temperatures, but
no significant information is available at high temperatures for CNTs [13]. The
specific heat capacity for single wall carbon nanotube at room temperature is 10
mJ/gK [13]. Our work is based on above room temperature and thermal prop-
erties measured for well aligned and random macroscopic composites of MW and
SW carbon nanotubes. The results indicate a mixture of ordering and disordering
effects of the nanoparticles on the phases of the complex fluids.
1.1.5 Electrical Properties of CNTs
The electron transport in CNT assemblies is different from that in individual nan-
otubes. It has been reported that single-wall carbon nanotube (SWNT) fibers,
either synthesized directly by vertical floating chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
methods [15, 16] or extruded from a super-acid suspension, [17] exhibit room-
temperature resistivities in the range of 1×104 to 7×104 Ωcm, which is nearly 100
times higher than the resistivities of single nanotubes. The resistivities of multi-
wall carbon nanotube (MWNT) fibers are typically one or two orders of magnitude
higher than that of SWNT fibers [18, 19]. Such large differences between single
nanotubes and fiber assemblies may arise from a high impurity content (such as
amorphous carbon and catalytic particles) in the fibers, which may profoundly
affect electron transport by causing significant scattering, and increasing contact
resistances between nanotubes. Therefore, two approaches can be used to improve
the electrical conductivity of CNT fibers: 1) minimize the contact resistances be-
tween nanotubes by improving the alignment of CNTs by increasing the lengths of
individual tubes; 2) improve the conductivity of individual CNTs by post-synthesis
treatments [20].
1.1.6 Optical Properties of CNTs
The optical properties of carbon nanotubes refer specifically to the absorption
and refractive index of carbon nanotubes. Spectroscopic methods offer the pos-
sibility of quick and non-destructive characterization of relatively large amounts
9of carbon nanotubes. There is a strong demand for such characterization from
the industrial point of view: numerous parameters of the nanotube synthesis can
be changed, intentionally or unintentionally, to alter the nanotube quality. The
refractive index and absorption coefficient of single-shell carbon nanotubes are cal-
culated based on the two-band approximation and Genkin-Mednis approach. The
nonlinear refractive index and absorption coefficient reach the order of 10−8 and
10−4 cm2 W−1 separately, which indicates that carbon nanotubes have improved
optical properties [21].
1.2 Polymer Nanocomposites
Polymer nanocomposites have been widely used for various products from auto-
motive parts, electronics to commodities due to their tunable properties suitable
for each specific application. Nanotube based polymer composites have a very
rich application in the technological field due to their strength, stiffness and heat
resistance. These properties depend upon the aspect ratios of fillers and the ad-
hesive strength between filler and polymer matrix. The outstanding thermal and
electrical conductivity of the carbon nanotubes make them promising filling ma-
terial for the fabrication of new advanced composite systems for a broad range
of technological applications. Efficient chemical functionalization of CNTs, homo-
geneous dispersions in solvents and supporting media, and good interconnectivity
with polymer matrix still remain very important issues that must be considered in
order to achieve heterostructures with enhanced or even new properties. There are
numerous methods and approaches for functionalization and further efficient dis-
persion of the carbon nanotubes in different media [22, 23, 24]. More details on the
chemical modification of CNTs, the fabrication of various CNT-based composites,
and their possible applications are presented below.
1.2.1 General Properties of Polymer Nanocomposites
Polymers are usually reinforced with fillers such as glass, carbon fibers, carbon
nanocomposites etc. to improve their properties (strength, stiffness, thermal con-
ductivity, electrical conductivity etc.). The conventional micro-filler polymer com-
posites often result in phase separation and the degradation in polymer proper-
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ties such as decreased ductility, poor moldability and surface smoothen of molded
products. Therefore it is expected that the interface deficiency can be reduced and
thermal properties can be improved by replacing these microfillers with extremely
small nanofillers.
1.2.2 Dispersion of Carbon Nanotubes in Polymers
The dispersion of CNTs in polymer matrix depends on interaction forces. Due to
strong van der Waals attraction forces between carbon nanotubes, they lead to ag-
gregate together inside the solution and form ropes, usually with highly entangled
network structures. It is very difficult to disperse CNT in the polymers. But, it
is possible to mix these two components without severe aggregation of nanotubes.
The attractive forces also arise due to an entropic effect inside the polymer matrix
[25]. Polymer chains in the region of the colloidal filler suffer an entropic penalty
since roughly half of their configurations are precluded. Therefore, there is a de-
pletion of the polymer in this region, resulting in an osmotic pressure forcing the
filler particles to come together [22, 23, 24].
1.2.3 Thermal Properties of Polymer Nanocomposites
The thermal properties can be characterized by different quantities such as specific
heat, thermal conductivity, thermal stability and so on. Thermal stability of poly-
mer composites is generally estimated from the weight loss measured by thermal
gravimetric methods. Recently there are many reports available on the improved
thermal stability of nanocomposites [26, 27, 28, 29]. The thermal conductivity
values for polymer nanocomposites are in the range of 5-10 W/mK and specific
heat capacity observed is in the range of 0.1-10 J/g K [28, 29]. The high thermal
conductivity can be achieved by dispersing the nanoparticles. The high aspects
ratio, high quality and well dispersed filler materials increase thermal conductivity
of their nanocomposites.
1.2.4 Electrical Properties of Polymer Nanocomposites
Polymer nanocomposites exhibit unique electrical properties, which is mainly at-
tributed to their electrical conductivity. The electrical conductivity of the polymer
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nanocomposites is strongly affected by the crystallinity of the materials. Nanocom-
posites with conducting polymers have also been reported including polymers such
as polyaniline [30, 31, 32], polypyrrole [33, 34] and polythiophene [33]. The elec-
trical conductivity observed at room temperature for polymer nanocomposites in
the range of 10−8 to 102 S/m [31, 32].
1.3 Review of Liquid Crystals
Liquid crystal (LC) is an anisotropic fluid which exhibits both the properties of
crystal and liquid in certain temperature range. As its name suggests it is an
intermediate phase of matter in between the liquid and crystal [35, 36]. The
molecules in a crystal generally possesses both positional and orientational order
while the molecules in a liquid do not have any order and can move randomly. The
liquid crystal molecules possess orientational and partial translational order in their
LC phase. LC can flow as a liquid and at the same time their molecules may be
oriented in a certain direction like molecules in a crystal do. LCs possesses some
crystalline properties such as magnetic, electric and optical anisotropy, periodic
arrangement of molecules in one spatial direction as well as some typical properties
of a liquid such as fluidity and compressibility. For this reason, the LC phases
are called mesophases and the molecules that show mesomorphic phases are called
‘mesogens’. Typically the molecules are rod-like or disk-like. The rod like molecules
or rod-like mesogens are elongated (2.5 nm) and have anisotropic geometry which
leads to preferential alignment along one spatial direction. Disc-like molecules or
discotic mesogens are flat and have more or less disc-shaped central core leading
to two dimensional columnar ordering. A large number of well-known compounds
show liquid crystalline behavior e.g. DNA, cholesterol esters, lecithin and paraffins.
The credit for the discovery of liquid crystal goes to an Austrian botanical
physiologist Friedrich Reinitzer, even though the liquid crystalline behaviour was
observed in the past as well [37]. In 1888, Reitnizer observed two melting temper-
atures of cholesteryl benzoate [38, 39, 40]. At 145.5 ◦C it melts forming a cloudy
liquid, that become clear at 178.5 ◦C. Reitnizer was puzzled by this peculiar feature
shown by the compound and wrote to physicist Otto Lehmann seeking help with
polarizing microscopy. After the observation of the sample obtained from Reinitzer,
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Lehmann realized that the cloudy liquid observed was a new state of matter and
coined the name “liquid crystal”, illustrating that it is something between a liq-
uid and a solid, sharing important properties of both [41]. Today, thousands of
other substances are known which have a diversity of phases between the solid
and liquids. Interest in LC research increased after World War II. Development of
industrial applications and basic studies of structure and phase transition of LCs
has promoted dramatic growth in LC research in recent years.
Liquid crystal technology has had a major effect in many areas of science and
technology [42, 43]. The most common application of liquid crystal technology is
liquid crystal displays (LCDs). From simple wrist watch, computer to an advanced
computer screens LCDs have evolved into a versatile interface. LCD uses much less
power than that cathode ray tubes use. Progress in understanding LC phases also
helps understanding of more complex soft materials such as cell membranes and
of natural processes e.g. certain diseases such as sickle-cell anemia [44]. Typically
LCs are formed from organic molecules of rigid aromatic core of benzene rings and
flexible end group. The molecules of the compounds which form liquid crystalline
phase are often found to have the certain structural features:
(a) Anisotropic shaped molecules such as rod shaped or disc shaped having high
aspect ratio which is (length to width ratio) (∼ 4 for a typical liquid crystal 5CB)
(b) Having a flat segment e.g. a benzene ring.
(c) A fairly rigid backbone containing double bonds defines the long axis of the
molecule.
(d) The existence of easily polarizable and strong dipoles groups in the molecules.
A broad class of organic molecules with the general pattern as shown in Fig. 1.3
form liquid crystalline phases.
1.4 Liquid Crystalline Phases
Based on the mechanism that drives the liquid crystalline self-assembly, LCs are
usually classified into two broad categories: Thermotropic and Lyotropic liquid
crystals. Thermotropic LCs are induced by thermal process. They show phase
behavior change as a function of temperature. Thermotropic mesogens can be
obtained either lowering the temperature of its isotropic phase or raising the tem-
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Figure 1.3. Building blocks of LCs [46].
perature of its solid phase. The thermotropic liquid crystals which change their
state either from lowering the temperature of a liquid or raising the temperature
of a solid. These liquid crystals are called enantiotropic liquid crystals. The liquid
crystals which change phase only upon a unidirectional change in temperature is
called monotropic liquid crystals. LC display varieties of intermediate thermo-
dynamically stable phases but the most common and important are “Nematic”
and “Smectic” phases. This description was provided by Friedel [45]. The brief
description of each of these phases are as follows;
1.4.1 The Isotropic Phase
The least ordered phase is most symmetric isotropic (I) phase which exhibits
isotropic behavior similar to regular liquids such as water. There are, a plethora
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Nematic
Figure 1.4. A cartoon of a nematic phase (left) along with a nematic texture (right)
observed under polarizing microscope. The scale bar is of 10 µm [46].
of mesophases of lower symmetry than the I phase before the least symmetric
crystalline phase belonging to the 230 space groups which characterize crystals are
encountered. This progression may be described in terms of the three types of
order described above.
1.4.2 The Nematic Phase
The nematic liquid crystal phase is the simplest liquid crystalline phase. It derives
from the Greek word νηµα meaning thread because of the observed thread-like de-
fects in their structures using a polarizing microscope. In nematic phases (Fig. 1.4),
the molecules are free to move in all directions i.e. there is no positional order of
centers of mass but they tend to orient in a certain direction. The direction of
the preferred orientation can be described by a unit vector, nˆ, which is called the
nematic-director. For an uniaxial nematic, the director nˆ is symmetric i.e. nˆ = −nˆ.
A nematic sample can be considered as a collection of large number of domains
each of which has a single director. The directors in different domains may point
in different directions. They change smoothly from one domain to another due to
the absence of real boundaries between the domains.
The magnitude of local order is described by the orientational order parameter
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which is the average of the second Legendre polynomial:
S = 〈P2(cosθ)〉 = (1/2)〈3cos2θ − 1〉, (1.4)
where θ is the angle between a molecule’s long axis and the director nˆ. The angled
brackets indicate the local average over all the molecules and P2 is Legendre poly-
nomial function. This quantity measures the average degree of molecular alignment
with respect to the director [36]. In an isotropic phase, molecules are randomly
oriented in all possible directions where 〈cos2θ〉 = 1/3, so the order parameter
is S = 0. When the director nˆ is parallel to the long molecular axis (if all the
molecules are oriented in one direction), θ = 0 for all molecules, then 〈cos2θ〉 = 1
and S = 1 and we get perfectly ordered nematic phase.
The information about the order of molecules in a chiral nematic phase, the
scalar nematic order parameter S and a macroscopic order parameter are very
important parameters to explain chiral nematic phase. This is more general a
symmetric and traceless second rank tensor (Qij) [36] and is established in three
dimensions. For uniaxial nematic, it is given by
Qij =
1
2
S (3nˆinˆj − δij) . (1.5)
where, i, j,= x, y, z are the axes of the coordinate system and δij is the identity
tensor.
When a molecule having its mirror image different from itself, called chiral
molecule, is introduced in an achiral nematic system then a special type of nematic
phase is formed which is known as chiral nematic (N?) phase or cholesteric phase.
In this phase chiral packing produces the helix-like orientation of the director i.e nˆ
rotates or twists along an orthogonal axis ( Fig. 1.5). This phase is characterized by
a pitch which is the distance over which the director makes one complete rotation
in the helix and typically much larger than the molecular length and is of order of
an optical wavelength. The pitch is generally temperature dependent.
1.4.3 The Smectic Phase
As a thermotropic liquid crystal is cooled down from its nematic phase, a one
dimensional positional ordering characterized by the formation of planer layers
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Figure 1.5. Schematic of chiral nematic liquid crystal phase [46].
together with the long-range nematic orientation order develops. The phase thus
formed is called smectic phase whose name is derived from the Greek word σµηγµα
for soap because of their similar properties. Smectic phases (Fig. 1.6) have a layered
structure with the molecules oriented parallel or tilted to the layer normal. In
smectic-A (SmA), molecules are parallel to layer normal and in smectic-C (SmC)
phase the molecules are tilted with respect to layer normal. They are characterized
by absence of positional order within the layers i.e. molecules have some freedom
to move within the layer but they are not free to move between the layers. Smectics
can be considered as stacks of two dimensional fluids but they behave as crystals
across the layers.
The one dimensional positional ordering in SmA or SmC phases of LCs may be
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Smectic-A
Figure 1.6. A cartoon of smectic-A (left) along with smectic-A texture observed under
polarizing microscope (right). The scale bar is of 10 µm [46].
described in terms of a density wave of the center of mass of the molecules [35, 36].
ρ(z) = ρ0
[
1 + |ψ|cos
(
2pi
d
z
)]
(1.6)
where z is the coordinate parallel to the layer normal, ρ0 is the average density,
d is the layer spacing and |ψ| is the amplitude of the density modulation and is a
scalar smectic order parameter. When |ψ| = 0, the density is uniform and there is
no layered structure. Typically the value of |ψ| is much less than one and decreases
with increasing temperature. The spatial correlation of molecular positions decay
algebraically to zero at long distances in contrary to a 3D solid where it decays to
a finite constant. The algebraic decay of the correlation implies that the thermal
fluctuations destroy the smectic order over sufficiently large length scale (Landau-
Peierls instability) [47, 48]. However, in practice smectic layering is rather easily
stabilized by confinement of samples between solid substrate.
In the simplest smectic phase, SmA, the director nˆ is perpendicular to the
smectic plane (Fig. 1.7). In each layer, the molecular centers of mass are arranged
randomly and molecules have liquid-like freedom of translation and of rotation
about their long axis [36, 49]. The SmA is optically uniaxial with the optical axis
being normal to the layer plane.
In SmC phase (Fig. 1.8), the molecules are arranged in layers as in SmA phase
but the director is tilted at an angle θ with respect to smectic layer normal. The
SmC is optically biaxial.
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Figure 1.7. A cartoon of smectic-A phase demonstrating molecular arrangement, the
director orientation, and density distribution along layer normal z. Variants of SmA
possibly depend on the relation between l and d [46].
If the chirality is introduced in the SmC phase then a chiral smectic-C (SmC?)
phase is formed. As in the chiral nematic phase, the director in SmC? rotates from
layer to layer in a helical fashion.
1.4.4 The Chiral Smectic Phases
Molecules which are not identical to their mirror image are said to be chiral. Molec-
ular chirality has profound influence on the liquid crystal phases with chirality. The
temperature dependence of their pitch has been exploited in making thermometers
[50]. The schematic diagram of the SmC∗ is shown in Figure 1.9.
The smectic phases formed by chiral molecules are designated with a over the
letter specifying the analogous non-chiral phase. The chiral smectic-A is abbre-
vated as SmA∗. Many of the physical properties of a chiral phase, e.g., the linear
electro-optical effect [52] of the SmA∗ phases, are not present in the SmA phase.
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Figure 1.8. A cartoon of smectic-C phase [46].
Figure 1.9. A cartoon of chiral smectic-C∗ phase [51].
The tilted phase occur for chiral molecules. The simplest is called the smectic-
C, SmC∗, phase. This extra degree of freedom obtained from chirality causes a
distortion on the SmC structures, and direction of tilt precesses around the layer
normal as one moves from layer to layer.
1.4.5 The Plastic Crystal Phase
There are several crystalline smectic phases; that is, smectics which are very close
to three-dimensional crystals. They differ from true crystal phases in one important
aspect. The molecules in them have freedom of rotation about their long axis, i.e
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their thermal motion is not completely frozen out. Such phases in which the
position of the molecules is fixed but their motion is not arrested, should more
correctly be classified as plastic crystalline phases. The reader who is interested in
greater details in this area should read Pershan [53] and references there in. The
common feature of these phases is that the average molecular orientation is normal
to layers.
1.4.6 The Liquid Crystal Polymers
Liquid crystal polymers (LCPs) obtained by heating a polymer above its glass
or melting transition and they are present in melting or liquid or solid form [54].
The chemical structure of these LCPs consist of linearly substituted aromatic rings
linked amide groups. The most of LCPs produced in the 1980s, displayed order in
the melt phase and processing of LCPs from liquid crystal phases or mesophases
gives rise to fibers having good mechanical properties. LCPs have a high mechan-
ical strength at high temperatures and extreme chemical resistance. They have
more stress cracking in the presence of most chemicals at wide temperatures, in-
cluding aromatic, strong acids, bases and ketone’s. LCPs have many applications
in electrical, mechanical parts and food containers [55].
1.5 Review of Thermodynamics
The materials presented in this dissertation involve the characterization of ther-
mal parameters like heat capacity, latent heat, enthalpy, entropy, free energy etc.
In this section a brief review of thermodynamic parameters and basic thermo-
dynamic relations are presented. The word ‘thermodynamics’ comes from Greek
origin meaning heat (therme) and energy or power (dynamics). Thermodynam-
ics is that branch of physics which deals with the transformation of heat into
mechanical work. Thermodynamics is used in many discipline such as physics, en-
gineering, biochemistry etc. to understand physical processes and has innumerable
applications. In thermodynamics, we consider macroscopic systems and never are
interested in the atomic constitution of the matter.
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1.5.1 Thermodynamic State Functions
1. Internal or Intrinsic energy: The internal energy [56] of a thermodynamic
system is the energy possessed by the system by the virtue of its molecular
constitution and the positions of the molecules and is defined by the equation,
dU = dQ− dW (1.7)
where dW is the external work done and may be replaced by PdV and dQ
may be replaced by TdS by second law of thermodynamics. Therefore,
dU = TdS − PdV (1.8)
When a system passes from one state to another, the change in internal
energy is independent of the route followed between the two states.
2. Helmholtz free energy: Helmholtz Free energy [56] is defined as
F = U − TS (1.9)
A small change in the Helmholtz free energy is related to change in heat and
work via first law of thermodynamics:
dF = dU−d(TS) = dQ−dW−SdT−TdS = dQ−TdS−SdT−dW (1.10)
In reversible processes [56]:
dF = −SdT − dW (1.11)
At constant temperature,
dF = −dW (1.12)
The Helmholtz free energy measures the amount of work a system can do in
an isothermal reversible process. If the process is not reversible, dQ−TdS 6=
0 and dQ < TdS. Therefore, dF < −dW . F is at constant, T is a minimum
as a function of all parameters which are not fixed by external constraints.
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3. Enthalpy: Enthalpy [56] is defined as
H = U + PV (1.13)
Enthalpy measures the amount of work a system can do in an adiabatic, iso-
baric process. This is the amount of non-mechanical work, since the pressure
has to be kept constant.
4. Gibb’s free energy: Gibb’s free energy [56] is defined as,
G = U − TS + PV (1.14)
The Gibbs free energy measures the amount of work a system can do at con-
stant temperature and pressure. The Gibbs potential measures the amount
of non-mechanical work a system can do on the outside world at constant
pressure and temperature.
1.5.2 Thermodynamic Response Functions
Thermodynamic response functions are derivatives of one thermodynamic param-
eter with respect to another under specific conditions on the remaining variables.
1. Heat Capacity: Heat capacity [56] is one of the most important response
functions to measure. Measurement of heat capacity is the heart of our
research in AC-calorimetry. It tells us how much heat the system will absorb,
if we increase its temperature. These measurements can be done either at
fixed pressure or volume. The specific heat at constant pressure is given by
Cp =
(
dH
dT
)
p
= T
(
∂S
∂T
)
p
= −T
(
∂2G
∂T 2
)
(1.15)
In general, the heat capacities (C) is complex parameter and it contains both
real and imaginary parts. However, for most materials the characteristic
relaxation times of the energy fluctuations are too short to be sensed by
traditional calorimetric techniques. Nevertheless, a complex heat capacity
(C∗) may be defined containing a real (C
′
) and imaginary (C
′′
) component
indicating the storage (capacitance) and loss (dispersion) of the energy in
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the sample analogous to complex permittivity.
C∗ = C
′ − iC ′′ (1.16)
2. Thermal Expansivity: Another important response function is thermal ex-
pansivity [56] α (or coefficient of thermal expansion) which is defined as
α =
1
V
(
∂V
∂T
)
p
(1.17)
It is the tendency of matter to change in volume in response to a change in
temperature. When a substance is heated, the particles begin moving more
and thus usually maintain a greater average separation. Materials which con-
tract with increasing temperature are unusual. This effect is limited in size,
and only occurs within limited temperature ranges. The degree of expansion
divided by the change in temperature is called the material’s coefficient of
thermal expansion and generally varies with temperature.
3. Isothermal Compressibility: The isothermal compressibility [56] κ is defined
as
κ = − 1
V
(
∂V
∂P
)
T
(1.18)
Isothermal compressibility is the fractional change in volume of a system as
the pressure changes at constant temperature. The inverse of the isothermal
compressibility is called the bulk modulus. All substances have compress-
ibility. If a substance does not undergo, for example, chemical or structural
changes in the process of compression, the original volume is restored when
the external pressure returns to its initial value.
1.6 Phase Transitions
A sudden, dramatic change in a system’s properties may occur by altering the
thermodynamic variables such as temperature, pressure etc. We refer to this sit-
uation as a phase transition. Phase transitions present a challenge to statistical
mechanics. By definition, at the transition point the system is expected to exhibit
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singular behavior [56]. Line of discontinuous transitions terminates at a critical
point, and the isotherms exhibit singular behavior in the vicinity of this point.
The singular behaviors occur for specific values of intensive variables such as the
temperature or the magnetic field.
1.6.1 Symmetry
Symmetry is inevitably accompanied by continuous (the modes which do not cost
any energy to excite). A phase transition has driven by many parameters such
as temperature, pressure, chemical composition, magnetic and electric eld. If the
driving parameter is temperature, the high-temperature phase is more disordered
and has a higher symmetry than the low-temperature phase. When symmetry is
broken, one needs to introduce one or more extra variables to describe the state
of the system. For example, in the ferromagnetic phase, one must provide the net
magnetization, whose direction was spontaneously chosen when the system cooled
below the Curie point. Such variables are examples of order parameters. An order
parameter is a measure of the degree of order in a system, it ranges between zero
for total disorder and the saturation value for complete order [56]. For example, an
order parameter can indicate the degree of order in a liquid crystal. However, note
that order parameters can also be defined for non-symmetry-breaking transitions.
1.6.2 Order of a Phase Transition
Order of a phase transition is an important tool to classify the nature of the non-
analytic behavior at the phase transition. Traditionally, phase transitions were
characterized, by Paul Ehrenfest, on the basis of the nature of kink (discontinuity)
in Gibbs free energy. If nth derivative of G with respect to temperature T, keeping
other intensive variables constant, is discontinuous then the transition was said
to be nth order [56]. Since (∂G/∂T )p = −S, we see that the discontinuity in
(∂G/∂T ) is the change in entropy between the two phases. Thus in a first order
phase transition, the entropy changes discontinuously, while at second order and
higher order transitions the entropy varies continuously. And since the latent heat
is given by T∆S, it follows that latent heat involved with a first order phase
transition, but not with higher orders. When two phases co-exist, then they will
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each have the same Gibbs free energy G [56]. Nowadays Ehrenfest classification
is no longer used. According to modern classification, there are two types of
transitions one being a first-order and the other second-order or continuous phase
transition. First-order phase transition involves latent heat and discontinuity in
thermodynamical parameters. In second-order phase transition no discontinuity
occurs; all the quantities vary continuously [56]. A first-order phase transition
from phase a to phase b can be formulated as [56]
Ga −Gb = 0
−
[
∂Gb
∂T
]
P
+
[
∂Ga
∂T
]
P
= Sb − Sa = ∆S = L/T[
∂Gb
∂P
]
T
−
[
∂Ga
∂P
]
T
= Vb − Va = ∆V
(1.19)
where ∆S and ∆V are changes in entropy and volume respectively at the transition.
For a first-order transition, changes in enthalpy ∆H or (∆S) and in volume ∆V
are observed.
For a second-order phase transition both ∆H and ∆V are zero but second
derivative of the Gibbs function with respect to temperature and pressure leads to
change in heat capacity, expansivity and compressibility [56].
Ga(T, P ) = Gb(T, P )
−
[
∂Gb
∂T
]
P
+
[
∂Ga
∂T
]
P
= Sb − Sa = ∆S = 0[
∂Gb
∂P
]
T
−
[
∂Ga
∂P
]
T
= Vb − Va = ∆V = 0[
∂2Gb
∂T 2
]
P
+
[
∂2Ga
∂T 2
]
P
=
1
T
[Cpa − Cpb ] =
∆Cp
T[
∂2Gb
∂P 2
]
T
−
[
∂2Ga
∂P 2
]
T
= V [Ka −Kb] = V∆K[
∂2Gb
∂P∂T
]
−
[
∂2Ga
∂T∂P
]
= V [αa − αb] = V∆α.
(1.20)
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1.6.3 Order Parameter
A phase transition occurs when a new state of symmetry develops from either
ordered (low temperature) or disordered (high temperature) phase. The ordered
phase has a lower symmetry due to the breaking of symmetry during the transi-
tion of disordered to ordered phase. The ordered state can be characterized by
introducing a parameter that describes the character and strength of the broken
symmetry which is called order parameter. The order parameter provides the ex-
tent to which the configuration of molecules in the less symmetric (more ordered)
phase differs from that in the more symmetric (less ordered) phase. In general, an
order parameter describing a phase transition must satisfy the following require-
ments:
1. φ = 0, in the more symmetric (less ordered) phase, and
2. φ 6= 0, in the less symmetric (more ordered) phase.
The choice of an order parameter depends upon the system involved but not in the
unique way given by the above conditions. In the case of ferromagnetic transitions,
the magnetization which is a vector with three components is an order parameter.
In the case of liquid-vapor transition, the order parameter is the difference in
density between liquid and vapor phases [56].
1.7 Theoretical Background
1.7.1 Landau-de Gennes Theory of Phase transition
The theory for the liquid crystal phases at and in the vicinity of their transitions
has been developing in several directions. One of the most applied approaches is
the Landau-de Gennes (LD) theory which is concerned with a phenomenological
description of phase transition. The powers of the LD theory are in its simplicity
and ability to capture the most important elements of phase transition [56]. It has
been applied to many other phase transitions involve symmetry breaking [56]. Gen-
erally more symmetric (disordered) phase is a high-temperature phase and lower
symmetric (ordered) phase is a low-temperature phase. This symmetry breaking
can be represented by the order parameters. The original Landau theory is based
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on the fact that the thermodynamic quantities of the lower symmetric phase and
it can be obtained by expanding the thermodynamic potential in powers of the
order parameters. It is spatial variation in the neighborhood of the order-disorder
transition point and that sufficiently close to the transition, only the leading terms
of the series are important. So the expansion becomes a single low-power polyno-
mial. The thermodynamic behavior of the order parameters in the more ordered
phase is then determined by minimizing the thermodynamic potential [56]. Let
us consider a macroscopic system which equilibrium state is characterized by a
spatially invariant, dimensionless, scaler order parameter φ. The general form of
the Landau free energy is postulated to be [56]:
F (P, T, φ) = F (P, T, 0) + rφ+
1
2
Aφ2 +
1
3
Bφ3 +
1
4
Cφ4 + ... (1.21)
where F(p,T,0) is free energy for a given pressure and temperature of the state with
φ = 0. The coefficients r, A, B, C are phenomenological constants and function of
temperature and pressure. The equilibrium states can be obtained by minimizing
F with respect to φ for fixed P and T . i.e.:
dF
dφ
= 0,
d2F
dφ2
> 0. (1.22)
At the transition temperature these stability conditions are:
dF
dφ
= r = 0,
d2F
dφ2
= A = 0. (1.23)
because of the coexistence of both regions. The condition, r = 0, is derived from the
fact that high temperature phase with φ = 0 must give rise to an extreme value of
F (P, T, φ). The second condition, A = a(T −Tc) with a = (dA/dT )Tc > 0, follows
from the behavior of F at φ = 0, for T above and below the transition temperature
Tc. The Landau theory postulates that the phase transition can be described by
the expression:
F (P, T, φ) = F (P, T, 0) +
1
2
a(T − Tc)φ2 − 1
3
Bφ3 +
1
4
Cφ4 + ... (1.24)
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The Eq. (1.24) has the following solutions near the phase transition:
φ = 0; φ =
B ± [B2 − 4aC(T − Tc)]1/2
2C
(1.25)
The coefficients B and C may be treated as temperature independent coefficients.
The discontinuity of φ at the transition requires B = 0 for low temperature φ reads
[56]
φ =
a[(T − Tc)]1/2
C
; C > 0 (1.26)
For a phase which remains invariant by replacing φ with −φ, only even powers of
φ survive. Thus in case of a second order phase transition:
F (P, T, φ) = F (P, T, 0) +
1
2
Aφ2 +
1
4
Cφ4 + ... (1.27)
For spatially non-uniform system where the order parameter varies in space (φ =
φ(r)), we need to add a term of the form γ[∇φ(r)]2 in the free energy expansion.
The equation then reads,
F (P, T, φ) = F (P, T, 0) +
1
2
Aφ2 − 1
3
Bφ3 +
1
4
Cφ4 + ...+
1
2
γ[∇φ(r)]2 (1.28)
Even though the Landau theory is mainly for second order phase transitions,
it can be extended to first order phase transitions. For first order transitions,
B = 0, C < 0 and the third order term Bφ3 must be present in the free energy
expansion. The problem with this theory is that the coefficients appearing in the
expansion are phenomenological and their dependence on the molecular properties
are not defined. In addition, this theory does not contain any information about
the molecular interactions. Despite these difficulties, Landau
′
s theory has been
successfully applied to a variety of phenomena.
1.7.2 Isotropic to Nematic (I-N) Phase Transition
The nematic state is described by the symmetric traceless tensor order parameter
Q. For the description of isotropic to nematic (I-N) phase transition, the free
energy density (energy per unit volume) f near the transition is expanded up to
fourth or sixth order in Q [56] and all the terms must be invariant combinations
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of the order parameter under all rotations [56]. For a uniaxial nematic, in general,
the free energy density is given by [56],
f = f0 +
1
2
A(
2
3
Tr(Q2))− 1
3
B(
4
3
Tr(Q3)) +
1
4
C(
4
3
Tr(Q4)) + ...
+D[∇Q]2 + E(nˆ.∇Q)2 + fFE + fSE + fEM +©(Q5)
(1.29)
where A, B, C, D, and E are phenomenological parameters. The terms fFE, fSE,
and fEM , add the contribution of free energy due to the elastic energy, surface elas-
tic free energy, and electromagnetic interaction respectively. The terms containing
a gradient, account for the spatial variation of the order parameter. The presence
of cubic term, ensures the first order nature of the I-N phase transition. Since
the I-N transition takes place near A = 0 it is assumed that the parameter A is
only temperature dependent term and the others can be regarded as temperature
independent. We can write:
A = a(T − T ∗) (1.30)
where a is a positive phenomenological constant and T ∗ is the limit of metastability
of the isotropic phase. In the simplest model and in terms of scalar nematic order
parameter S, the free energy density for the I-N phase transition can be written
as [56]:
f = f0 +
1
2
AS2 − 1
3
BS3 +
1
4
CS4 + ... (1.31)
In the isotropic phase S = 0 and in the nematic phase S 6= 0. The constant
B > 0 for uniaxial phase with positive anisotropy. The thermodynamic quantities,
such as transition temperature TIN , the value of order parameter, entropy and
latent heat can be calculated by requiring that f be an extreme with respect to
S in equilibrium and that the free energies of the ordered and disordered phases
(nematic and isotropic) be equal at the transition. The later condition implies that
the nematic and the isotropic phases can coexist at the transition temperature. If
other variables such as pressure, density are included in our expression, the two
phase would exist along a range of temperatures rather than at a single point. The
equations determining thermodynamic parameters are [56]:
f = [
1
2
a(TIN − T ∗)− 1
3
BS +
1
4
CS2]S2 = 0 (1.32)
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∂f
∂S
= [a(TIN − T ∗)−BS + CS2]S = 0 (1.33)
Solving these equations, we can get two possible solutions:
SIN = 0; TIN = T
∗ (1.34)
SIN =
2B
3C
; TIN = T
∗ +
2B2
9aC
(1.35)
When T ∗ < T < TIN , the minimum corresponds to a nematic phase. There
exist local minima corresponding to a possible supercooled isotropic state. The
transition entropy density at TIN is given by [56]:
∆s = −∂(f − f0)
∂T
|T=TIN = −
1
2
aS2 = −2aB
2
9C2
(1.36)
The other contributions than are included in the model always ensure the positive
value of the entropy. Since the I-N is a first-order transition, there is presence of
latent heat (discontinuity of enthalpy) associated with the transition. The latent
heat per unit volume is given by [56]:
∆H = TIN∆s =
2aB2TIN
9C2
. (1.37)
The heat capacity Cp in the nematic phase diverges close to TIN as [56]:
Cp ∼ |t|−0.5 (1.38)
where t = (T ∗∗− T )/TIN , and T ∗∗ is the superheating temperature of the nematic
phase. In the isotropic phase, C = C0 is constant and at T
∗∗ it shows a jump.
1.7.3 Nematic to Smectic-A (N-SmA) Phase Transition
The nematic to smectic-A (N -SmA) transition in an uniaxial nematic liquid crys-
tal involves the rearrangement of the molecules in the layered structure. Molecular
centers in SmA are, on average, arranged in equidistant plane. Within the planes,
the molecules can move randomly perpendicular to the smectic layers. In the
thermodynamic limit, there exist no true long-range translational order in SmA
phase and the N -SmA phase transition theory is a theory of one dimensional melt-
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ing. At N -SmA phase transition, the continuous translational symmetry of the
nematic phase is spontaneously broken by the appearance of one dimensional den-
sity wave in the SmA phase. Mcmillan [57] and de Gennes [36] theories suggested
that the N -SmA transition could be first-order or second-order changing the order
at tricritical point (TCP). However HPL theory [58, 59] argued that the N -SmA
transition can never be second order ruling out the possibility of TCP. Now, it is
believed that the N -SmA phase transition is continuous in the absence of special
circumstances [36].
The Landau-de Gennes theory for the N -SmA phase transition can be devel-
oped by the order parameter for the SmA phase. The order parameter is |ψ| and
is defined as the amplitude of a one dimensional density wave where wave vector
q0 is parallel to the nematic director ( the z-axis), ρ(~r) = Re[ρ0 + exp(i~q0.~r)ψ(~r)],
q0 = 2pi/d is the wave vector corresponding to the layer spacing d. The complex
field ψ(~r) = ψ0 exp(i~q0.~r) has its spatial variation on the scale larger than d. Since
the difference between -|ψ| and |ψ| only an amount to the choice of origin. The
expansion of |ψ| is only contains even-power terms. The free energy density near
the N -SmA transition is given by [56]:
fSmA =
1
2
α|ψ|2 + 1
4
β|ψ|4 + ... (1.39)
where α = α0(T − T0), α0, and β are constants. At temperature TNA = T0 and
below T0, α vanishes and above this temperature it is positive. The coefficient
β is always positive. On these consideration alone one could have second-order
(continuous) N -SmA phase transition but there are number of complications that
needs to be considered. First, the coupling between smectic order parameter ψ
and scaler nematic order parameter S. To account for this coupling, a term of
the form f1 = −Cψ2δS should be added in the free energy density expression.
Here, C is a positive constant and δS = S−S0 is an increase in the nematic order
that comes from the fact that the value of S does not coincide with S0 obtained
in the absence of smectic order. Second, the nematic free energy density which
is minimum for δS = 0 must be added to the free energy expression (1.39). The
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nematic free energy density is given by [56]:
fN = fN(s0) +
1
2χ
δS2, (1.40)
where χ(T ) is a response function (susceptibility), which is large but finite near
the I-N transition TIN and small for T < TIN , because of the nearly saturation of
S0. The total free energy density is [56]:
fS = fN(s0)+f1 +fSmA = fN(s0)+
1
2
α|ψ|2 + 1
4
β|ψ|4−Cψ2δS+ 1
2χ
δS2 + ... (1.41)
Minimizing fS with respect to δS, we get δS = Cψ|2χ. Therefore:
fS = fN(s0) +
1
2
α|ψ|2 + 1
4
β′|ψ|4 + ... (1.42)
with β′ = β − 2C2χ. Depending on the values of C and χ and the resulting sign
of β′ three different cases can be obtained:
(i) If T0 ∼ TIN , χ(T0) is large and β′ is negative. In this case the transition is of
first-order and takes place at TNA > T0. One must add a positive sixth order term
in the free energy to ensure the stability.
(ii) If T0 << TIN , χ(T0) is large and β
′ is positive. In this case the transition is of
second-order and takes place at TNA = T0.
(iii) When β′ = 0, χ(TNA) = 2β/C2 and one has a crossover from a continuous
(second-order) to first-order transition and corresponds to a tricritical point (TCP).
We also need to consider the following effects:
(i) The director fluctuation in nematic phase [60, 61] which gives rise to a coupling
term of the form fnˆ = −Cnˆ|ψ|2 and should be added to the free energy relation.
(ii) Layer fluctuation in the smectic phases.
(iii) The coupling between the nematic order parameter tensor Qij with the smectic
order parameter (may be in the form of f2 ∼ Dψ2δQ).
In summary, one should include all possible effect in free energy.
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1.8 Liquid Crystal Nanocomposites
As a way of exploring the fundamental nature of the LC interactions responsible
for mesogenic order, critical behavior, and the tuning of viscoelastic properties,
attention has been drawn to the study of miscible mixtures of liquid crystals [62,
63, 64, 65, 66]. X-ray diffraction experiments performed on the smectic-A and
smectic-C phases of thermotropic liquid crystals mixed with an organic solvent
have shown that the smectic layer spacing increases with solvent content [66].
This research also demonstrated the formation of an organic lyotropic lamellar
liquid crystal phase in which the solvent molecules largely intercalate between the
smectic layers of the LC.
When CNTs and QDs are dispersed in a liquid crystal, they can modify the
physical properties of the liquid crystal. In a well-dispersed CNT and QD in a
LC host, there is surface anchoring of the LCs on the CNT surfaces, presumably
through the pi − pi stacking of the hexagonal structure of both the biphenyl and
graphene, that is strengthened by a binding energy originating from charge transfer
between the LCs and CNT [67]. In recent years, the dispersion of carbon nanotubes
and QD in liquid crystal media has attracted intense interest. Research has been
focused on dispersion and alignment of CNTs and QDs in liquid crystals [68, 69,
70, 71, 72, 73, 74], and studies of LC/CNT, LC/QD nanocomposite system for
improving electro-optical switching properties [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Some research
efforts have also been made to study the phase behavior and phase transitions of
LC/CNT mixtures [80, 81, 82]. LC/CNT binary systems were investigated using
optical microscopy and DSC, finding an enhancement of the isotropic to nematic
(I-N) phase transition temperature revealing a “chimney” type phase diagram
in LC/CNT mixtures over a narrow range of ∼ 0.1-0.2 wt % of CNT [80]. An
I-N phase transition was observed in a LC/CNT suspension due to the joule
heating produced by a dc-electric field that rotates the CNTs out of sample plane
short-circuiting the electrodes and producing a current flow through the CNT [82].
Recently, the research has been focused on understanding of the self assembly,
structures of various shapes of nanoparticles and shape tuning in nematic liquid
crystals [83, 84, 85]. All the observations showed that the I-SmA transition is more
first-order than the very weak I-N transition indicating that the orientational order
of SmA phase is higher than that in the nematic phase. The significant effort was
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applied to the study of the I-SmA transition behavior, many problems related to
fundamentals of the different phase transitions are yet to be solved.
1.9 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation presents the experimental results on the effect of nanoparticles
on the liquid crystalline polymer and liquid crystal phase transitions using modu-
lated differential scanning calorimetry, dielectric spectroscopy, and polarizing mi-
croscopy. It also provides transport properties of polymer nanocomposites . We
mainly emphasis on the phase transition behavior of liquid crystals and transport
properties of polymer nanocomposites.
Chapter 1 describes with introduction and overview of the nano materials and
complex fluids. Chapter 2 deals with the brief review of experimental techniques,
modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC), polarizing microscopy (PS),
and dielectric spectroscopy (DS). Chapter 3 presents the result of dynamics be-
havior of pure 9OO4 liquid crystal phase transitions with MDSC and DS. Chapter
4 provides the effect of carbon nanotubes on the phase transitions of 9OO4/CNT
system. Chapter 5 presents the effect of QDs on the phase transitions in 8CB,
10CB system. Chapter 6 provides the effect of carbon nanotubes on the on crys-
tallization and melting behavior of iPP polymer. Chapter 7 provides the studies
on the transport properties of polymer nanocomposites (iPP/CNT). Chapter 8
presents the conclusion of our work and the future directions.
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Chapter2
Experimental Techniques
2.1 Modulated Differential Scanning Calorime-
try (MDSC)
Modulated (temperature) differential scanning calorimetry (MTDSC/MDSC) al-
lows for the simultaneous measurement of both the heat flow and heat capacity.
In DSC, the sample and the reference samples are maintained at the same tem-
perature by supplying different quantities of the heat to them. In AC-calorimetry,
the basic principle is that a periodic heat input is supplied to the sample. MDSC
is essentially the combination of traditional AC-calorimetry with DSC shown in
the Fig. 2.1. This method allows for measuring the total heat flow (enthalpy) as
well as its non-reversible (kinetic or imaginary component) and the reversible (real
component) heat capacities. A detailed description of the MDSC method can be
found elsewhere [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
MDSC experiments were performed using a Model Q200 from TA Instru-
ments, USA. Prior to all measurements, temperature calibration was done with
a sapphire disc, under the same experimental conditions used for all samples.
The analysis method used to extract the complex specific heat is based on lin-
ear response theory [1, 8]. In general, a temperature oscillation is described as
T (t) = T0 + T˙0t+AT sin(ωt) where T0 is the initial temperature at time t = 0, T is
the absolute temperature at time t, T˙0 is the baseline temperature scan rate, AT is
the temperature amplitude, and ω (ω = 2pif) is the angular frequency of the tem-
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Figure 2.1. Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry model Q200 from TA Instru-
ments, USA [9].
perature modulation. The temperature rate is also time dependent and is given
by T˙ (t) = dT/dt = T˙0 + Aqcos(ωt) where Aq is the amplitude of the temperature
modulation rate (Aq = ωAT ). Since the applied temperature rate consists of two
components, T˙0 the underlying rate and Aqcos(ωt) the periodic rate, the measured
heat flow (HF ) can also be separated into two components in response to these
rates. The periodic component can be described by HFq = AHF cos(ωt−ϕ), where
AHF is the amplitude of the heat flow and ϕ is the phase angle between heat flow
and temperature rate. The absolute value of the complex specific heat is written
as C∗p = AHF/mAq where m is the mass of the sample. The phase angle ϕ requires
a small correction (calibration) to account for finite thermal conductivities of the
sample and cell [7]. The real (reversible) C
′
p and imaginary (non-reversible) C
′′
p
parts of the specific heat are then given by [1]:
C
′
p = C
∗
pcos(ϕ) (2.1)
C
′′
p = C
∗
psin(ϕ) (2.2)
which allows for a consistent definition of the complex specific heat. Typically,
under equilibrium conditions, C
′′
p = 0 after ϕ correction (or have a weak linear
temperature dependence remaining). The appearance of a peak-like non-zero C
′′
p
feature commensurate with a peak in the real part of the specific heat indicates
that this feature is a first-order transition and involves a latent heat, the total heat
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Figure 2.2. The specific heat on heating as a function of temperature for 8CB with
illustrating the overall background (dashed-dot) and low-temperature wing under the N -
SmA peak (dashed) behavior used to determine ∆Cp and δH
∗
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of heat capacity on heating with illustrating δH
′′
IN and the I-N transition temperature
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capacity is given by Cp =
√
C ′2p + C
′′2
p .
The excess specific heats were determined in order to isolate the contribution
from the various transitions. A linear baseline was used over the entire tempera-
ture scan range in order to determine ∆Cp = Cp − Cbaseline for both the real and
imaginary components, though C
′′
p always exhibited a very shallow linear baseline
that was very close to zero, indicating near-equilibrium conditions for the exper-
imental parameters used in this work. For specific heat features that are close
in temperature, the wing of one peak (usually the higher temperature peak) is
subtracted from the lower specific heat peak in order to isolate the excess specific
heat of the lower temperature transition, denoted as δCp = ∆Cp − Cwing, where
Cwing is a mimic function (polynomial) of the underlying wing. This calculation
was only applied to the real component of the specific heat.
The particular transition enthalpy component is simply the integration of the
excess specific heat component over a consistent temperature range, e.g ∆H
′
=∫
∆C
′
pdT for the real and ∆H
′′
=
∫
∆C
′′
p dT for the imaginary enthalpy. The total
magnitude of the transition enthalpy is defined as ∆H =
√
(∆H ′)2 + (∆H ′′)2.
Finally, for first-order transitions, the transition temperature is determined as the
highest temperature of the two-phase coexistence region indicated by the onset of
non-zero values of ∆C
′′
p . For continuous transitions, the transition temperature
is taken as the ∆C
′
p peak temperature. The nematic range is defined as ∆TN =
TIN−TNA and the ∆TI+N , is determined taking the difference of high-temperature
and low-temperature limits of C
′′
p peak (Fig. 2.2).
2.2 Dielectric Spectroscopy (DS)
Materials which are electrical insulators but can be polarized and can store electri-
cal energy are called dielectrics. An electric field causes the charges of a dielectric
material to displace slightly from their equilibrium positions. The polarization af-
ter the application of an electric field takes a finite time to reach its maximum value.
The phenomenon is generally described by a general term dielectric relaxation”.
The term ‘dielectric’ is connected to the materials with a high polarizability and is
expressed by a number and called a dielectric constant. It can be shown that un-
der an alternating electric field the real and imaginary components of the dielectric
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Figure 2.3. Design of the dielectric spectrometer [10].
constant are given by [11]:
ε
′
= ε∞ +
∆ε
1 + (wτ)2
(2.3)
and
ε
′′
=
∆ε
1 + (wτ)2
(ωτ) (2.4)
where ω is sweeping frequency, τ is the relaxation time, and ∆ε = ε0 − ε∞ is the
dielectric relaxation strength for a single relaxation process. Here, 0, and ε∞ are
dielectric constants at infinite frequency (dynamic dielectric constant) and zero
frequency (static dielectric constant) respectively. The complex dielectric constant
of a material can be expressed as [11]:
ε∗(ω) = ε
′
(ω)− iε′′(ω) (2.5)
The real part represents the storage of the electric field energy and the imaginary
part corresponds to the dispersion (dissipation) of energy through a relaxation
process.
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The dielectric constant ε∗ can be measured by performing the capacitance
measurement as the dielectric constant of a sample is the ratio of sample filled
capacitance and empty cell capacitance. Our experimental set-up is based on the
ac-capacitance bridge technique [11, 12, 13]. The experiment is started by bal-
ancing the ac-bridge at some frequency. A frequency (or voltage or temperature)
scan is then performed. The off-balance in-phase and out-of-phase signals are
acquired by digital lock-in amplifier [14]. The off-balance signal is converted to
the equivalent change in capacitance by a simple multiplicative conversion factor
and converted into the dielectric constant dividing it by the empty cell capaci-
tance. The absolute real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric constant
are determined by adding or subtracting (depending on whether the frequency is
increasing or decreasing from the reference frequency) the off-balance signal to that
directly measured at the reference frequency. The spectrometer set-up is as shown
in Fig. 2.3 [10].
2.3 Polarizing Microscopy (PM)
The polarizing microscopy was originally developed for investigating structures of
rocks and minerals. But this technique has become a popular tool for different
field of science such as biology, medicine, polymer chemistry, physics, etc.
The polarized light microscope is used to study the materials that are visi-
ble due to their optical anisotropic property. These materials have two different
refractive indices for different colors of light which is called birefringence. The
microscope must be equipped with a polarizer and an analyzer. The polarizer is
positioned in the light pathway before the sample to be studied and the analyzer
is placed in the pathway between the objective of the microscope and the sample.
Liquid crystal textures were observed under the crossed-polarizers condition where
the polarizer and analyzer are perpendicular to each other. In the absence of a
sample, a dark field of view is observed because of the action of crossed polarizer
analyzer arrangement. When a sample, such as liquid crystal is inserted in between
the crossed-polarizers, textures or patterns are observed due to the interaction of
light with the sample. The simple experimental arrangement is shown Fig. 2.4
[15]. Because liquid crystals exhibit optical anisotropy (birefringence), polarizing
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Figure 2.4. Design of the Polarizing Microscope [15].
microscopes are popular to study them. Optical patterns within a liquid crystal
sample can be observed by using a polarizing microscope. The phases and defects
can be investigated by observing these optical patterns.
Textures for different liquid crystals of nanomaterial composites were observed
as a function of temperature. The temperature control of the system was achieved
using a hot stage.
2.4 Conductivity Experiments (CE)
The samples cell were sandwiched between two metal plates. Two electrical leads
were connected to both metal plates. The electrical conductivity was measured
using a Pico-ammeter with varying voltage across the samples, which is the di-
rection perpendicular to the rotation of the glass plates in the Linkham CSS 450
shearing stage. The electrical conductivity of the sheared sample gives the per-
pendicular component and of an un-shear samples give average of conductivity.
Voltages from 0 to 100 V were applied across the samples for electrical conductiv-
ity and the current was recorded with Pico-ammeter. All measurements were done
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Figure 2.5. Design of the conductivity experiment.
from temperature of 0 to 50 ◦C. The experimental set up shown in Fig. 2.5 lead
in this equation V = IR, where V= power supply, I =Current and R = electrical
resistance. The resistance of samples were recorded and measured electrical con-
ductivity of iPP/CNT samples. Thermal resistance is given by R = d/σA, where
σ is electrical conductivity, d is thickness and A is the cross-sectional area of the
sample (A = wL, where w is the width and L is the length of the sample).
The same set up was used to measure the thermal conductivity measurements.
The two thermo couple wires were connected to either side of sandwich cell with
heater attached one side to apply power supply. The thermal conductivity was
measured using varying power and recorded temperature difference for both sides
of plates, ∆T = RP , where ∆T = Th−Tc, R = thermal resistance, and P = power.
Voltages from 0 to 6 V were applied to heater to record ∆T . All measurements were
done from temperature of -50 to 50 ◦C. The thermal resistance of samples were
recorded and measured thermal conductivity of iPP/CNT samples, R = d/κA,
where κ is thermal conductivity, d is thickness and A is the cross-sectional area of
the sample, (A = wL, where w is the width and L is the length of the sample). The
the power dissipated through the wires and only 4% of power was going through
the samples. The set of Mylar, Kapton and iPP samples were used to calibrate
power in thermal conductivity measurements and corrected entire data.
The both conductivities were measured for sheared and un-sheared (average)
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samples for a wide temperature range -50 to 50 ◦C.
2.5 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE)
Ellipsometry is used in the past for an optical technique for the investigation of the
dielectric properties (complex refractive index or dielectric function) of thin films.
Recently, the techniques are applied to characterize roughness, thickness (depth),
crystallinity, doping concentration, and other material properties associated with
a change in the optical response of an incident radiation that is made to interact
with the material being investigated.
Typically, reflective ellipsometry measures changes in the polarization state of
light reflected at an oblique angle to a surface and the Maxwells equations describe
these interactions [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The polarization change is quantified by
the amplitude ratio, ψ, and the phase difference, ∆. The signal depends on the
thickness as well as the materials properties and hence ellipsometry is a universal
tool for contact free determination of thickness and optical constants of films of all
kinds. Polarization state changes are expressed as a ratio of the complex reflection
coefficients, Rp (electric field parallel to plane of incidence) and Rs (electric field
perpendicular to plane of incidence). Both Rp and Rs depend on material optical
properties expressed by [17, 18]:
ρ =
Rp
Rs
= tan(ψ)expi∆ (2.6)
Ellipsometry parameters are typically expressed as ψ(λ) and ∆(λ), where λ
is wavelength. Data thus obtained are compared to an optical model describing
the system. The model includes a set of parameters which values are determined
by non-linear regression optimization. The goodness of fit is expressed by mean-
square-error (MSE), defined as:
MSE =
√√√√ 1
2N −M
N∑
i=1
[(
ψModi − ψExpi
σExpψ,i
)2 + (
∆Modi −∆Expi
σExp∆,i
)2] (2.7)
Here, MSE is experimental standard deviations, N is the number of data points
and M is the number of fit parameters. The MSE is minimized with respect to
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parameter values. Dielectric functions represent material response to electromag-
netic radiation over a range of frequencies, and are related to refractive index (n)
and extinction coefficient (k) by [21]:
ε1 = n
2 − k2 (2.8)
ε2 = nk (2.9)
Extinction coefficient k, is related to absorption coefficient α, by [21]
α =
4pik
λ
(2.10)
It is thus possible to determine dielectric functions from optical constants and vice
versa and the ellipsometry set-up [22] shown in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6. Spectroscopic Ellipsometry model M-2000 from J. A. Wollam Co., Inc.,
USA, [23].
2.6 Materials
2.6.1 Characteristics of 9OO4
The liquid crystal 9OO4 is a phenyl benzoate containing an oxoester linking group
with two alkoxy end groups (Figure 2.7). The molecular mass for 9OO4 is M =
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424.657 g/mol with an extended molecular structure approximately 4 nm long
and 0.8 nm wide. The 9OO4 was kindly provided by Prof. Charles Rosen-
blatt and used after degassing for 2 hours at 320 K temperature. This LC has
a structure and molecular weight similar to the relatively well-studied liquid crys-
tals pentylphenylthiol alkoxybenzoate (8¯S5) and butoxybenzylidene octylaniline
(4O.8). For 8¯S5, the phase sequence (in degrees Celsius) is K - 57.9 - SmC - 56.1
- SmA - 63.6 - N - 86.2 - I while 4O.8 has the phase sequence of K - 38.4 - CrB
- 49.2 - SmA - 63.8 - N - 79 - I where CrB is a plastic crystal B phase and the
SmC phase for 8¯S5 is monotropic to the crystal phase (K). These types of liquid
crystal molecules have a negative dielectric anisotropy, the dielectric constant per-
pendicular to the long molecular axis ε⊥ is larger than the parallel component ε||.
From molecular modeling [24], this anisotropy emerges from the linking group of
the two phenyl rings and the presence of alkyl (or alkoxy) end groups. However,
molecular modeling suggests that the effective dipole moment for 8¯S5 and 4O.8,
though perpendicular to molecular long axis, lies nearly in the plane of the phenyl
rings. For 9OO4, modeling suggests that due to the carbon - oxygen double bond
in the oxoester linking group, its effective dipole moment is pointing nearly perpen-
dicular to the plane of the phenyl rings. Note that the estimated dipole moment
magnitude is smallest for 8¯S5 while approximately the same for 4O.8 and 9OO4.
Figure 2.7. Molecular structure of the 9OO4 molecule using a ChemBioDraw software.
2.6.2 Characteristics of 5CB
5CB is the abbreviated name of the LC pentylcyanobiphenyl or 4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl.
5CB has a typical rod-like molecule, with a rigid biphenyl core, to which are at-
tached an aliphatic tail and a polar cyano head group. Its molecular weight is M
= 249.36 g/mol and density is 1.008 g/mL at 25 ◦C. The transition enthalpy of
I-N transition is 3.5 J/g [10]. Liquid crystal 5CB was purchased from Frinton
laboratoty [26] and used after degassing them in their isotropic phase for about
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Figure 2.8. Structural formulas for liquid crystal referred to in this work.
2 hours. It was used without further purification. The molecular structures are
shown in Fig. 2.9 and 2.10.
N
Figure 2.9. Molecular structure of the 5CB molecule using a ChemBioDraw software.
Figure 2.10. 3D structure of the 5CB molecule [10] using a MolviZ.Org.
Pure 5CB undergoes a weakly first-order isotropic to nematic phase transition,
at T oIN = 308 K. The phase sequence (in Kelvin) for 5CB is
Crystal
∼ 295
−−−−−−−→ N
308
←−−−→ I
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2.6.3 Characteristics of 8CB
8CB is the abbreviated name of the LC octylcyanobiphenyl or 4-cyano-4’-octylbiphenyl.
It is one of the most well known and probably the most studied LCs. 8CB has
a typical rod-like molecule, with a rigid biphenyl core, to which are attached an
aliphatic tail and a polar cyano head group. Its molecular weight is M = 291.44
g/mol and density is 1.03 g/mL at 25 ◦C. The transition enthalpy of the I-N tran-
sition is 5.58 J/g and N -SmA transition enthalpy is 0.8 J/g [25]. Liquid crystal
8CB was purchased from Frinton laboratoty [26] and used after degassing them in
their isotropic phase for about 2 hours. It was used without further purification.
The molecular structures are shown in Fig. 2.11 and 2.12.
N
Figure 2.11. Molecular structure of the 8CB molecule using a ChemBioDraw software.
Figure 2.12. 3D structure of the 8CB molecule [10] using a MolviZ.Org.
Pure 8CB undergoes a weakly first-order isotropic to nematic transition, at T oIN
= 313.98 K, and a continuous nematic to smectic-A transition, at T oNA = 306.97
K. Below 290 K 8CB crystalizes via a first order transition. The phase sequence
(in kelvin) [28, 27] for 8CB is:
Crystal
∼ 290
−−−−−−−→ SmAd
306.97
←−−−−−−→ N
313.98
←−−−−−−→ I
2.6.4 Characteristics of 10CB
10CB is the abbreviated name of the LC decylcyanobiphenyl or 4-cyano-4’-decylbiphenyl.
10CB has a typical rod-like molecule, with a rigid biphenyl core, to which are at-
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tached an aliphatic tail and a polar cyano head group. Its molecular weight is M =
319.49 g/mol and density is 1.02 m/mL at 25 ◦C. Molecules are 2.45 nm long and
0.5 nm wide [29]. Liquid crystal 10CB was purchased from Frinton laboratoty [26]
and used after degassing them in their isotropic phase for about 2 hours. It was
used without further purification. The molecular structures are shown in Fig. 2.13
and 2.14.
N
Figure 2.13. Molecular structure of the 10CB molecule using a ChemBioDraw software.
Figure 2.14. 3D structure of the 10CB molecule [10] using a MolviZ.Org.
Pure 10CB undergoes direct isotropic to smectic-A transition, at T oIA = 323.69
K. This transition is a first-order. This has a strongly first-order smectic-A to
crystal transition at ∼ 316 K [30, 31]. The transition enthalpy of I-SmA transition
is 5.14 J/g [29] and the phase sequence (in kelvin) for 10CB is
Crystal
∼ 316
−−−−−−−→ SmAd
323.7
←−−−−−→ I
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2.6.5 Characteristics of iPP
Isotactic polymers have their functional groups on the same side of the molecu-
lar backbone and the molecular structure of iPP is shown Fig 2.15.The isotactic
type of polypropylene has generated extensive interest and usage in industry. It
is because iPP has a high tendency to crystallize and depending on thermal and
mechanical conditions different crystal phases can be formed. The crystal modifi-
cations of iPP include monoclinic (α), hexagonal (β), and triclinic (γ). Isotactic
polypropylene (iPP) was obtained from Scientific Polymer Products, Inc. as Cat-
alog #130 in powder form. The most frequent modifications are the monoclinic
and hexagonal ones which are depicted. The crystal unit of the a phase has the
following dimensions: α = 9.9 nm, a = 0.665 nm, b = 2.078 nm, and c = 0.650
nm (Lotz, 1986). And the β modification is characterized by: a = b = 1.103 nm,
and c = 0.649 nm.
Figure 2.15. Molecular structure of the iPP using a ChemBioDraw software.
2.6.6 Characteristics of MWCNTs
Carbon nanotube (CNT) is an allotrope of carbon and is a member of the fullerene
structural family. CNTs consist of tubular structures whose walls are made up
of carbon atoms regularly arrange into a honey-comb lattice or graphene sheet
(Fig 2.16). They have diameters on the order of nanometers and lengths rang-
ing from micrometers to millimeters even centimeters possessing an extremely
high aspect ratio (diameter to length ratio). CNTs are therefore single-molecule
‘string-like’ particles. CNTs can be metallic or semiconducting depending upon
the chirality (the way how the graphene sheet is rolled up). Carbon nanotubes
with diameter 0.14±0.30 µm and lengths 7± 2 µm for 9OO4 project was kindly
provided by Prof. Charles Rosenblatt and iPP/CNT samples were provided by
Prof. Georgi Georgiev.
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Figure 2.16. Structure of the CNT [32].
If a CNT has only one wrapped concentric cylinder, it is called single-walled
CNT. If two concentric tubes are present, it is a double-walled and if it consists of
multiple concentric tubes, it is a multi-wall CNT (Fig. 2.16). Due to the combina-
tion of peculiar geometry and graphitic nature of the walls, CNTs have exceptional
mechanical, electrical and thermal properties [33]. The outstanding properties, the
small scale and shape of CNTs create a unique combination appealing for many
diverse applications as a single molecule or as sets. The addition of CNTs improve
the thermal physical properties of the complex fluids.
2.6.7 Characteristics of QDs
A quantum dot is a portion of matter (e.g., semiconductor) whose excitons are
confined in all three spatial dimensions. Consequently, such materials have elec-
tronic properties intermediate between those of bulk semiconductors and those of
discrete molecules [34, 35]. They were discovered at the beginning of the 1980s
by [36] in a glass matrix and by Louis E. Brus in colloidal solutions. The term
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“quantum dot′′ was coined by Mark Reed [37]. CdS quantum dots (QDs) (UV
absorption peak: 361 nm) and diameter of 2.3 nm in toluene solvent dispersed was
purchased from NN-Labs. The oleic acid used as ligand (capped) for CdS quantum
dots with total diameter of 6 nm and used after careful degassing for about 2 hours
at a temperature of 320 K.
Figure 2.17. Quantum dots irradiated with a UV light. Different sized quantum dots
emit different color light due to quantum confinement [38].
Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) nanocrystals are single crystal semiconductor nanopar-
ticles, also known as quantum dots. The uniqueness of these quantum dots comes
from their size dependent optical/electronic properties and flexible processability.
The size of these quantum dots ranges from 2 to 7 nm with their optical prop-
erties spanning the UV to blue spectral window. Typical CdS quantum dots are
inorganic semiconductors with an outer surface coating of organic ligands. These
ligands allow for the stability, solubility, and processability of these nanocrystals
in solution. Unlike organic dyes, quantum dots have a broad absorption with finite
emission positions. This allows the quantum dots to be excited over a broad range
while emitting at a finite position, yielding true color emission. The emission po-
tential of the quantum dots is dependent upon the quality and size distribution of
the nanocrystals in solution.
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2.7 Sample preparation
2.7.1 9OO4/CNT
To reduce aggregation, a small amount of CNTs were dispersed first in acetone
and shaken using a mixer for 30 min, followed by sonication for 3 hours. The
9OO4 was added to the acetone+CNT mixture to achieve the desired final weight
percent φw of CNTs. The mixture was then sonicated for 3 hours to facilitate
dispersion. Finally, the acetone was evaporated slowly, then degassed under a
modest vacuum in the isotropic phase of 9OO4 at ∼ 364 K (or 90 ◦C) for about
2 hours. Microbalance massing of the mixture was done to ensure complete removal
of acetone before being sealed in the experimental cells. This process was repeated
to prepare 0 (pure 9OO4), 0.008, 0.010, 0.025, and 0.200 wt% CNT calorimetry
samples
2.7.2 8CB,10CB/QD
To reduce aggregation, a small amount of QDs with toluene were mixed in a vial.
The 8CB/10CB was added to the toluene+QD mixture to achieve the desired final
weight percent φw of QDs. The mixture was then shaken using a mixer for 30 min,
followed by sonication for 3 hours to facilitate dispersion. Finally, the toluene was
evaporated slowly, then degassed under a modest vacuum in the isotropic phase
of 8CB at ∼ 364 K for about 2 hours. Microbalance massing of the mixture was
done to ensure complete removal of toluene before being sealed in the experimental
cells. This process was repeated to prepare 0 (pure 8CB), 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 2
and 3 wt% QD samples.
2.7.3 iPP/CNT
Nanocomposites were prepared by sonicating CNTs in xylene at 323 K in a flask
for 30 min. The iPP polymer was added to the xylene containing the CNTs to
form the different weight percent concentrations of CNT in the nanocomposites
for the study. The solution was then heated and stirred by placing the flask in an
oil bath on a hot plate. Once the iPP was completely dissolved, the solution was
mixed slowly into a non-solvent (a polar compound such as alcohol) with about a
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5X volume dilution. The resulting precipitate was dried and then pressed into a
film using a compression molding hot press at a temperature of 473 K and pressure
of 20-40 MPa. The samples were then crystallized at 403 K for 30 minutes and
cooled to room temperature for handling.
The iPP/CNT thin films were heated in a Linkam CSS 450 shearing stage. The
samples were held at 200 ◦C for five minutes to melt any previous crystals. Then
they were sheared at 1 Hz with a 50 µm gap while cooled to 145 ◦C for the smectic
phase to form. The samples were then crystallized at 135 ◦C for 30 minutes and
cooled to room temperature. This process was repeated to prepare sheared and
non-sheared 0 (neat iPP), 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2, and 5 wt% CNT samples.
Crystallization and melting properties of the polymer and nano composites were
investigated using a Model Q200 from TA Instruments, USA under nitrogen flow.
Small pieces (8-10 mg) cut from unsheared films were encapsulated in aluminum
pans, and underwent subsequent cooling and heating scans between 300 K to 470
K at ±0.5 K/min with a modulation time period of 60 sec and a modulation
amplitude 0.5 K.
2.8 Methodology
2.8.1 MDSC
This section describes the experimental procedure and provides the parameters
used such as frequency, thermal scan rate etc. in the experiments. For 9OO4,
the first cooling scan followed by a heating scan was performed with a thermal
scan from 0.3 to 0.7 K/min . The sample was kept in isotropic phase for about
20 min in between the cooling scan and the following heating scan. Another set
of heating and cooling was done at a frequency of 0.0083 Hz and with amplitude
0.5 K. All the samples experienced the same thermal history. The second set of
data is presented here. For 9OO4, 9OO4/CNT and 8CB, 10CB/QD, the first
cooling scan followed by a heating scan was performed with a thermal scan of 0.5
K/min . The sample was kept in isotropic phase for about 30 min in between the
cooling scan and the following heating scan. Another set of heating and cooling
was done at a frequency of 0.0083 Hz and with amplitude 0.5 K. All the samples
experienced the same thermal history. For iPP/CNT, the first cooling scan followed
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by a heating scan was performed with a thermal scan from 0.3 to 4 K/min . The
sample was kept in isotropic phase for about 20 min in between the cooling scan
and the following heating scan. Another set of heating and cooling was done at
a frequency of 0.0083 Hz and with amplitude 0.5 K. All the samples experienced
the same thermal history. For iPP/CNT, the first heating scan followed by cooling
scan was performed with thermal scan rates from 0.3 to 4 K/min. All the samples
experienced the same thermal history and The second set of data is presented here.
2.8.2 DS
Dielectric measurements were performed on a homebuild dielectric spectrometer
using a General Radio 1615-A AC-capacitance bridge, a Stanford Research SR830
DSP lock-in-amplifier, a Lakeshore 310 temperature control with a Mettler hot-
stage, and an Instec liquid crystal cell primarily used for electro-optical (switching)
experiments as the capacitive sample cell. The instrument has a temperature
stability of better than ±0.01 K, a wide scan rate capability, and a frequency range
of about 10 Hz to 105 kHz. The procedure requires the empty cell’s capacitance
Cempty to be measured prior to filling with sample. The dielectric constant is then
determined by the ratio of ε = Cfilled/Cempty, where the real part is the in-phase
and imaginary part is the out-of-phase parts of the LIA signal.
Measurements were performed on a sample of 9OO4 taken from the same batch
as the sample used for the calorimetry measurements. Two Instec electro-optical
cells, one with homeotropic (perpendicular) and the other homogeneous (anti-
parallel rubbed, planar) surface alignment each having a 10 × 10 mm area and
20 µm gap, were filled in the isotropic phase of 9OO4 then thermally cycled be-
tween the isotropic and nematic phases a few times to ensure complete filling
and alignment. Uniform alignment was observed by polarizing optical microscopy.
Temperature scan dielectric measurements used 1 V as the excitation voltage am-
plitude at 100 kHz with a scan rate of 0.3 K/min, first cooling then heating, and
were repeated twice. Switching experiments were performed in the Crystal, SmC,
and N phases using 100 kHz voltages that ranged from 0.5 to 36 V (electric fields of
0.05 to 1.75 V/µm) for both cells. Again, the switching experiments were repeated
twice. For both the temperature scan and voltage scan experiments, the results
were reproducible to well within 1 %.
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2.8.3 PM
Same samples used in calorimetry were used to observe the texture in the polarizing
microscope (crossed-polarizer). For the LC/QD studies microscope slides with a
concave cavity were used. After putting a drop of sample it was covered by a
cover slip. The cover-slip was glued over the slide using super-glue. In the case of
LC/QDs sample, a drop of samples was put on the plane surface of the microscope
slide and was covered by a cover-slip. Thus made slides were observed under the
crossed-polarizer and analyzer arrangements.
2.8.4 SE
Films were handled carefully and kept in dust free environments. They were
mounted on flat surfaces using adhesive tape in order to collect specular reflections.
Visible-UV and near IR light in the range of 250 to 1000 nm was used to analyze
the sample at angles of incidence ranging from 50 to 70 degrees. Measurements
were made on a M2000X system from the J.A.Woollam Co. The samples were
taken as square shape for sheared and non-sheared of iPP/CNT and all measure-
ments were performed at room temperature and on surfaces without any further
treatment. After the data were collected, an optical model was constructed in
the Complete EASE environment. Polymer films were modeled as a bulk layer
and optical constants were extracted by allowing a b-spline function to capture
changes in the ellipsometric parameters. This optical model optimized the refrac-
tive index and extinction coefficient values for the material using multiple sample
measurements. Surface roughness of each individual sample was also allowed to
vary independent of the other samples. After a good fit was achieved for a number
of samples, the b-spline optical constants were recorded. For the pure iPP layer,
the b-spline approximation was then modeled as a Cauchy dispersion layer.
2.8.5 CE
iPP/CNT sheared and non-sheared films were handled carefully and kept in dust
free environments. The thin-film samples were sandwiched between two metal
plates. Two electrical leads were connected to both metal plates. The conductivity
was measured using a Pico-ammeter with varying voltage across the samples, which
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is the direction perpendicular to the rotation of the glass plates in the Linkham CSS
450 shearing stage. The conductivity of the sheared sample gives the perpendicular
component and of an un-shear samples give average of conductivity. Voltages from
0 to 100 V were applied across the samples and the current was recorded with
a Keithly Pico-ammeter. All measurements were done from temperature of -50
to 50 ◦C. The film dimensions were: for length, between 7 and 8 mm and for
width, between 6 and 7 mm for sheared and non-sheared samples. The thickness
of the films was determined by a micrometer and varied from 50 to 90 µm for the
iPP/CNT. The heater used for thermal conductivity measurements with resistance
is 120 Ω and the power varied from 0 to 6 V . Two K-type thermocouples wires were
used to record temperature on both sides of sandwich set up. The calibrated DC
power source and Pico-ammeter were used in electrical conductivity measurements
to record electrical resistance for iPP/CNT samples. The Tenny oven used to
control wide range of temperature for both transport measurements.
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Chapter3
Calorimetric and Dielectric Study of
a Negative Dielectric Anisotropy
Alkoxy-phenyl-benzoate Liquid
Crystal
3.1 Introduction
The study of liquid crystals affords a unique opportunity to connect microscopic
character of the molecule to the macroscopic phase ordering of the ensemble [1, 2,
3, 4]. The single feature of molecular anisotropy leads to two thermodynamically
stable phases between the isotropic and a full three-dimensionally ordered solid
phases. These two are the nematic (N) phase that exhibits only orientational
order due to alignment of LC molecules and the smectic-A (SmA) phase where the
molecules are arranged in liquid-like layers and so exhibit partial translational order
characterized by a 1-d density wave. However, liquid crystal ordering is much richer
(chirality, layer spacing versus molecule length, molecule tilt with respect to the
layer normal, in-plane ordering, etc.) and it is of great interest to understand the
connection between a microscopic characteristic of the molecule and the resulting
macroscopic phase. In addition, the higher order, lower symmetry, mesophases that
emerge are not only interesting in their own right, they also provide a rich range
of physical model system to explore open questions of self-assembly, interactions
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with external fields and surfaces as well as multi-component colloidal mixtures [3].
Because the focus is on the connection between the molecule and the phase
ordering of the ensemble, there are two general experimental approaches. The first
approach is to determine in greater detail the molecular structure and dynamics
via spectroscopy and the other are the various thermo-physical property measure-
ments of the resulting ordered phases. Typically, the latter type of experiments are
more straight-forward while the former require careful attention to sample prepa-
ration and purity. Since most liquid crystals are relatively simple, low molecular
weight, organic molecules, molecular modeling using well-established force-fields
is easily accessible and can be used to augment thermo-physical experiments and
provide guidance to microscopic experiments. Of the various thermo-physical ex-
periments possible in studying phases and phase transitions, calorimetry and di-
electric measurements are particularly useful. Here, two experimental techniques
were employed, modulated differential scanning calorimetry (MDSC) and dielectric
spectroscopy. For MDSC, the sample specific heat is decomposed into reversing
(real) and non-reversing (imaginary) components and allows for a consistent defi-
nition of dynamic thermal analysis in analogy to dynamic mechanical or dielectric
spectroscopies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] where the complex dynamics is related to either
entropy (constant volume) or enthalpy (constant pressure) fluctuations [10]. This
complex calorimetric technique dovetails closely with dielectric spectroscopy, which
probes at a given frequency the dielectric constant of various modes and so provides
a bridge between microscopic and macroscopic measurements.
In this work, we study the phase behavior by molecular modeling, calorimetry,
and dielectric spectroscopy of a negative dielectric anisotropy alkoxyphenylben-
zoate liquid crystal that is denoted 9OO4. This liquid crystal has molecular struc-
ture closely similar to two other liquid crystal homologous series pentylphenylthiol
alkoxybenzoate (n¯S5) and alkoxybenzylidene alkylaniline (nO.m). However, 9OO4
has a different linking group between the two aromatic rings and alkoxy groups
on both ends, comparatively. The experiments on 9OO4 here reveal some unique
features compared to the two well-studied members of these related series,8¯S5 and
4O.8. One striking difference given the similar structure is that 9OO4 exhibits
two monotropic smectic phases, a tilted smectic-C (SmC) and an in-plane hexatic
ordered smectic-B (SmB) between its SmA and crystal phases while 8¯S5 only has
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a monotropic SmC phase and 4O.8 has a plastic crystal-B (CrB) phase between
their monomeric SmAm and crystal. The conversion into the SmB phase is very
slow, exhibiting strong variations and multiple steps even for very slow scan rates.
Also, the N -SmA transition in 9OO4 has an unusually small enthalpy of 0.3 J/g
compared to that in 8¯S5 and 4O.8 of about 2 J/g. The dielectric constant of the
SmA phase has a hysteresis begin larger on cooling than heating under identical
conditions and so depends on whether the SmA formed from the N or crystal
phase. Intriguingly, on heating 9OO4 exhibits a stable specific heat and dielectric
feature that indicates an intermediate smectic-like phase between the crystal and
smectic-A phase. Modeling indicates that the primary difference between 8¯S5 and
4O.8 with 9OO4 is that the effective dipole moment of all three, though perpendic-
ular to the long molecular axis, is oriented essentially parallel to the plane of the
two-phenyl rings of 8¯S5 and 4O.8 while in 9OO4 it is oriented nearly perpendicu-
lar. Not only does the different linking groups in these types of LCs have different
structure and flexibility but changes the orientation of the effective dipole moment.
This feature may explain the unusual phase ordering.
3.2 Results and Discussions
3.2.1 Calorimetry
The overview of the excess reversible (∆C
′
p) and non-reversible (∆C
′′
p ) specific heat
taken first on cooling then on heating using the quasi-static parameters mentioned
in Sec. 3.2.1 is shown in Fig. 3.1. It should be noted that the cooling scan was
paused at 47 ◦C for ∼ 2 hr in order to allow for the SmB phase to fully form before
the cooling scan proceeded. On cooling, 9OO4 exhibits the phase sequence I -N
- SmA - SmC - SmB - Crystal (K) while on heating, melting occurs nearly 25 K
higher that is followed by a specific heat peak almost 2 K higher before entering
the SmA phase. Further heating yields the N and I phases. Based on the ∆C
′′
p
behavior, the I-N is weakly first-order, the N -SmA is continuous, the SmA-SmC is
continuous, the SmC-SmB is first-order, and the SmB-K strongly first-order. The
strongly first-order melting followed by a second, first-order, Cp feature indicates
the presence of an intermediate phase (labeled SmX) between K and SmA on
heating. For first-order transitions, we take the transition temperatures (TIN ,
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TCB, TBK , TKX , and TXA as the highest temperature of the two-phase coexistence
indicated by the onset of non-zero values of ∆C
′′
p . For continuous transitions,
we take the temperature of the ∆C
′
p peak as TNA and the inflection point of the
∆C
′
p step on the high temperature side as TAC . These transition temperatures on
cooling and heating as well as the two-phase coexistence range (the range of non-
zero ∆C
′′
p ) and the transition temperature hysteresis (difference of TC on heating
and cooling) are summarized in Table 4.1.
For the I-N phase transition, the real and imaginary excess specific heat sig-
natures are typical for this weakly first-order transition. See Figure 5.1. The
transition hysteresis is δThyst = T
h
IN − T cIN = +0.01 K where the non-zero non-
reversible part of the specific heat does not show a simple peak, as is typical
for a pure AC-calorimetric method [11]. The character of the non-zero ∆C
′′
p
region is that of an oscillation rather than a peak as shown in Fig. 5.1, indi-
cating that the phase shift angle has aliased within the I+N coexistence range,
which can happen in the Fourier Transform analysis method of MDSC. On cool-
ing, the effective enthalpy components for the I-N phase transition are δH
′
IN =
3.91 ± 0.08 J/g and δH ′′IN = 0.98 ± 0.08 J/g yielding a total I-N transition en-
thalpy of ∆HIN = 4.9 ± 0.1 J/g. For the I-N transition on heating, these values
are δH
′
IN = 4.90 ± 0.08 J/g and δH ′′IN = 0.95 ± 0.08 J/g yielding a total I-N
transition enthalpy of ∆HIN = 5.9 ± 0.1 J/g. There is an observed difference of
about 1 ± 0.2 J/g in total enthalpy for the I-N transition. Total enthalpy values
are summarized in Table 4.2. These results are all consistent with the I-N phase
transition being a weakly first-order phase transition typical of liquid crystals.
The N -SmA phase transition does not exhibit any feature in the imaginary
specific heat indicating the lack of a latent heat. The excess real part of the specific
heat is isolated by using a simple polynomial to model the low-temperature wing
of theI-Ntransition that underlies the N -SmA . The resulting δC
′
p on cooling then
heating as a function of temperature about TNA is shown in Fig. 5.2. There is a
small hysteresis in TNA between heating and cooling of about δThyst ≈ +0.15 K,
much larger than that observed for the I-N transition. While the δC
′
p wings overlap
very well, the peak is larger on heating than on cooling. This is reflected by a
larger real enthalpy (equal to the total enthalpy since δH
′′
NA = 0) on heating than
cooling (δH
′
NA = 3.32 J/g versus 3.02 J/g, respectively) well outside the estimated
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Figure 3.1. Overview of the excess reversible (top panel) and non-reversible (bottom
panel) specific heat on cooling then heating between ∼ 95 and 25 ◦C by MDSC. This
excess specific heat was determined by subtracting a linear background over the entire ex-
perimental temperature range from the reversible and non-reversible specific heat. Scans
were performed using parameters that most closely approximated static heat capacity
results; a base scan rate of ±0.3 K/min and an induced temperature amplitude of 0.5 K
at 120 s heating period. Note that the cooling scan was paused at 47 ◦C (320.2 K) for
∼ 2 hr before continuing.
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Figure 3.2. Detailed view of the excess reversible (top panel) and non-reversible (bot-
tom panel) specific heat about the isotropic to nematic phase transition on cooling then
heating about the transition temperature TIN . Quasi-static parameters of Fig. 3.1 were
used for these scans. For clarity, every 15th data point has been plotted. Note the
indication of the two-phase (I+N) coexistence range by the vertical dashed lines was
determined by the non-zero signal in ∆C ′′p .
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Figure 3.3. The excess reversible specific heat for the nematic to smectic-A phase transi-
tion on cooling then heating about the transition temperature TNA using the quasi-static
experiment parameters. For clarity, every 15th data point has been plotted. This excess
specific heat was determined by subtraction of the low-temperature specific heat wing of
the I-N phase transition. Note that the non-reversible specific heat was essentially zero
through this transition, indicating the continuous character of this transition.
uncertainties of ∼ 0.1 J/g. Despite the hysteresis behavior, reproducible after
multiple cooling and heating cycles, theN -SmA transition for 9OO4 is continuous.
The excess specific heat of the SmA-SmC phase transition δCAC was isolated
by subtracting the low temperature wing of the N -SmA Cp peak and is shown
in Fig. 4.3. The δCAC peak is monotropic and exhibits no imaginary Cp fea-
ture. Given the shape and continuous nature of the transition, it is classified as
a Landau (mean-field) second-order transition [3]. The SmA-SmC phase tran-
sition temperature TAC is taken as the inflection point on the high-temperature
side of the δCAC peak yielding TAC = 61.50
◦C. The effective transition enthalpy
δH
′
AC = 0.32 ± 0.08 J/g, determined by integrating δCAC from about 2 K above
TAC down to temperature of the SmC-SmB transition, is typical for this transition.
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Figure 3.4. The excess reversible specific heat for the smectic-A to smectic-C phase
transition on cooling about the transition temperature TAC using the quasi-static exper-
iment parameters. For clarity, every 15th data point has been plotted. The transition
temperature was estimated by the inflection point of δCp on cooling. This excess specific
heat was determined by subtraction of the low-temperature specific heat wing of the N -
SmA phase transition underlying the SmA-SmC transition. Note that the non-reversible
specific heat was essentially zero through this transition, indicating the continuous char-
acter of this transition.
The excess specific heat ∆Cp of the SmB temperature range on cooling is
shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of baseline scan rate from 0.3 to 0.7 K/min with
the modulation parameters were kept fixed. Clear observations of scan rate de-
pendence is seen in both the real and imaginary parts of the specific heat. The
SmC-SmB transition is marked by a strongly first-order specific heat signature
at TCB =49.38
◦C with the imaginary Cp peak being much larger than the real
Cp peak and both peaks generally decreases in amplitude with increasing scan
rate. Specifically, as the scan rate increase from 0.3 to 0.7 K/min the enthalpy
components of the SmC-SmB transition decreases; the total enthalpy decreases
smoothly from ≈ 46 to 35 J/g, respectively. Surprisingly, given the very low scan
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Figure 3.5. The reversible and non-reversible excess specific heat on cooling over the
smectic-C to smectic-B to crystallization transitions as a function of continuous scan
rate. For clarity, every 15th data point has been plotted. Quasi-static modulation pa-
rameters were used; 0.5 K temperature amplitude and 120 s heating period, while the
cooling rate was varied from the lowest of 0.3 to 0.7 K/min. See legend. Also shown is
the 0.3 K/min base rate cooling scan that was paused at 47 ◦C for 2 hr before proceed-
ing (solid line), the pause point is indicated by the vertical double arrows. The vertical
dashed lines approximate the first-order SmC-SmB and SmB-K transitions.
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Figure 3.6. The reversible and non-reversible excess specific heat on heating from the
melting to smectic-A transitions as a function of continuous scan rate. For clarity, every
15th data point has been plotted. Quasi-static modulation parameters were used; 0.5 K
temperature amplitude and 120 s heating period, while the cooling rate was varied from
the lowest of 0.3 to 0.7 K/min. See legend. The vertical dashed lines approximate the
transitions from the crystal to an undetermined smectic phase denoted SmX and another
from SmX to the SmA phase. Both observed transitions are first-order.
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rates employed, as the temperature continuously cools, several ∆C
′′
p signatures are
observed that are highly baseline scan rate dependent, in general smearing out
over the entire SmB temperature range as the scan rate increases. As the scan
rate increases, the real component ∆C
′
p increasingly exhibits small undulations
that also increase in amplitude. See Fig. 3.5. The SmB phase on cooling ends
with a very strongly first-order Cp signature of crystallization at TBK ∼ 35 ◦C
having a very small real component and a very large imaginary component. In
general, the integrated enthalpy over this entire temperature range is only weakly
scan rate dependent indicating that these multiple complex features are due to
very slow conversion from the SmC to the SmB phase. To test this, a cooling scan
using the quasi-equilibrium parameters was performed where the scan was stopped
just below TCB at 47
◦C for 2 hr then resumed. This scan, shown as the solid line
in Fig. 3.5 where the scan pause is indicated by the vertical double arrow, still
found a small ∆C
′′
p below the large one associated with the SmC-SmB transition
but prior to the pause. However, no other feature is observed in either the real
or imaginary components until crystallization is reached at a lower temperature
of TBK = 31.5
◦C. This is consistent since a not fully formed SmB phase would
provide many nucleation sites for crystallization to occur and so be at a higher
temperature when the scan was continuous.
Upon heating under continuous quasi-equilibrium conditions, the crystal phase
super heats until a strongly first-order specific heat feature is observed that ends
at ≈ 61 ◦C. Upon further heating, a second first-order feature is seen nearby that
ends when the SmA phase appears at ≈ 64 ◦C. See Figure 3.6. Because of the slow
SmB phase conversion observed on cooling, a similar scan rate study was done
over the same range of rates on heating and these are also shown in Fig. 3.6. Here,
the melting Cp peak generally decreases in amplitude and smears in temperature
with an effective total enthalpy of δHKX = 72 J/g and an effective total enthalpy
of the second feature of δHXA = 32 J/g. Interestingly, the second feature decreases
in size rapidly with increasing scan rate, suggesting that this feature is not due
residual crystals melting. Because of the magnitude of the enthalpy involved it is
possible that this feature is a transition into an intermediate smectic phase before
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Table 3.1. Summary of the transition temperatures TC for 9OO4 based on the quasi-
static MDSC results for both cooling ad heating scans (superscripts c and h, respectively)
in Celsius. First-order transition temperatures are taken as the highest temperature of
the two-phase coexistence range (or the lowest temperature of the higher temperature
phase) determined from the non-reversible (imaginary) part of the specific heat, ∆C ′′p .
Continuous-order transition temperatures are taken as the temperature of the peak in the
reversible ∆C ′p for the N -SmA transition or the inflection point of the high temperature
side of the ∆C ′p peak for the SmA-SmC transition. Also shown are the two-phase
coexistence range δT2p and the transition temperature hysteresis δTC . If the transition
is monotropic, it is designated mono. Uncertainties stem from determining the onset of
non-zero ∆C ′′p .
Transition T cC T
h
C δT2p δTC
I-N 86.23± 0.06 86.19± 0.04 2.5 0.01
N -SmA 71.49± 0.09 71.68± 0.05 0 0.15
SmA-SmC 61.50± 0.08 − 0 mono
SmC-SmB 49.38± 0.04 − 4.6 mono
SmB-K 35.30± 0.02 − 5.8 mono
K-SmX − 60.92± 0.09 3.9 mono
SmX-SmA − 63.64± 0.08 2.1 mono
Table 3.2. Summary of the transition enthalpies for 9OO4 based on the quasi-static
MDSC results for both cooling (c) and heating (h) scans. The transition enthalpy, ∆H,
is determined as the root-mean-square of the reversible (real, δH ′) and non-reversible
(imaginary, δH ′′) enthalpy in Joules per gram. Uncertainties represent integration error,
overall uncertainties in determining enthalpy by MDSC is about 10%.
Transition T cC T
h
C δT2p δTC
I-N 86.23± 0.06 86.19± 0.04 2.5 0.01
N -SmA 71.49± 0.09 71.68± 0.05 0 0.15
SmA-SmC 61.50± 0.08 − 0 mono
SmC-SmB 49.38± 0.04 − 4.6 mono
SmB-K 35.30± 0.02 − 5.8 mono
K-SmX − 60.92± 0.09 3.9 mono
SmX-SmA − 63.64± 0.08 2.1 mono
heating into the SmA phase. We denote this phase as SmX and are unclear as to
whether this phase is SmB or SmC like since the melting occurs very near TAC
on cooling. The remaining transitions from SmA-N and N -I exhibit specific heat
features consistent with that seen on cooling and those typical in the literature.
Note that a summary of the transition temperatures are given in Table 4.1 and total
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transition enthalpy on heating, cooling, and their average are given in Table 4.2.
Also given is the total enthalpy of all phase transitions from the crystal to isotropic
phases, which is on average 103 J/g. This total shows a difference of about 21 J/g
between heating and cooling that is within ∼ 10 % of each other, which is about
the uncertainty of the absolute enthalpy for this technique.
3.2.2 Dielectric Measurements
In order to illuminate the transition features as well as explore the slow phase
conversions observed, dielectric measurements were performed at a frequency of
100 kHz on the two capacitive cells each having the same active area and gap but
differ in alignment for both temperature and voltage switching scans. All dielectric
measurements were carried out over the same temperature range and using the
same baseline scan rate of ±0.3 K/min as was used in the MDSC measurements.
Thus, the dielectric and calorimetry measurements experienced the same thermal
conditions. As mentioned earlier, multiple scanning cycles were done and found
very good reproducibility.
Cooling then heating scans for the real ε
′
and imaginary ε
′′
components of the
dielectric constant for the homogeneous (planar) aligned cell are shown in Fig. 3.7.
This cell alignment has the long axis of the LC molecule parallel to the surface and
its dipole moment parallel to the applied electric field. On cooling, a very small
feature is observed in ε
′
and ε
′′
through the I-N and N -SmA transition with ε
′
increasing with decreasing temperature, both with 0.2 K of the specific features
for these transitions. However, ε
′′
decreases with decreasing temperature until
the N-SmA transition where it sharply changes slope and begins to increase with
decreasing temperature. Upon further continuous cooling, the real component ε
′
sharply changes slope and begins to smoothly decrease with decreasing tempera-
ture with no discernable feature seen in ε
′′
at the SmA-SmC transition. Approx-
imately mid-range of the SmC phase while ε
′
continues to decrease smoothly, ε
′′
exhibits a broad peak at ∼ 56 ◦C then decreases continuously with decreasing
temperature until the SmC-SmB transition. At the SmC-SmB transition, both
ε
′
and ε
′′
exhibit a sharp decrease within 0.1 K of TCB observed by calorimetry.
Cooling through the SmB phase continuously, a single step-like feature is seen in
ε
′
commensurate with a small peak in ε
′′
. The onset of crystallization is marked
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by a sudden temperature independence of ε
′
and no signature in ε
′′
. This onset
matches well this the temperature for crystallization seen in the calorimetry under
continuous cooling. See Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.1.
On heating, ε
′′
smoothly increases with increasing temperature while ε
′
is essen-
tially constant until about 40 ◦C where it begins to very slightly decrease. When
melting is reached, there is a very sharp increase in both components of ε followed
immediately by a decrease in value until another sharp increase in both is observed
∼ 2 K higher. As seen in Fig. 3.7, the jump in ε′ does not reach the value on cooling
while ε
′′
is much larger than that seen on cooling in the SmA phase. The heating
only matches the cooling values above the N -SmA transition; in the nematic and
isotropic phases. Again, all dielectric features observed correlate very closely to
those observed by calorimetry.
Voltage scans between 0.5 and 36 V across the 20 µm gap found no switch-
ing change in either ε
′
or ε
′′
for the homogeneous (planar) aligned cell in either
the crystal, SmC, or N phases. This is consistent with the negative dielectric
anisotropy of 9OO4 and indicating that the results described above and shown in
Fig. 3.7 should be independent of applied electric field. However, voltage scans
for the homeotropic (perpendicular) aligned cell found a strong switching behavior
where ε
′
begins to increase at ≈ 4 V, shown an inflection at ≈ 9 V, nearly saturat-
ing at 36 V in the nematic phase (77 ◦C) yielding a ∆ε
′
= 0.16. Over this voltage
range ε
′′
decreases slightly from 0.315 to 0.305. No switching behavior is observed
for the homeotropic cell in the SmC or crystal phases of 9OO4, as expected for
these higher-order phases.
The temperature scans for the homeotropic cell were conducted at 0.5 V and
35 V on cooling then heating using ±0.3 K/min for consistency. The cooling at
0.5 V reproduces the magnitude and temperature dependence of the homogeneous
cell shown in Fig. 3.7 in the isotropic phase. However, upon entering the nematic
phase, ε
′
begins to decrease strongly from about 4 near the I-N to ≈ 3 just
above the SmB-SmC transition with small features indicating the N -SmA and
the SmA-SmC transitions. Once in the SmB phase at ≈ 48 ◦C, the low voltage
scan shows a sharp step down for ε
′
to 2.6 then constant for 3 K when it steps
up broadly over nearly 2 K back to ∼ 2.9 at ≈ 43 ◦C. On further cooling, ε′
remains nearly constant until ≈ 35 ◦C where it begins to smoothly decrease to
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2.5 at ≈ 30 ◦C completing the entry into the crystal phase. Cooling scans in the
switched state using 35 V nearly reproduce exactly ε
′
for the homogeneous cell,
indicating a uniform and complete switch of the cell, except for the temperature
range just in the SmB phase. For the switched cell, beginning at ∼ 48 ◦C, ε′
remains at ∼ 3.1 with only a very small feature marking the 5 K range where
the unswitched cell saw a step-down - step-up behavior. The onset process for
crystallization begins at ≈ 37 ◦C and is completed at the same temperature of
30 ◦C. In contrast, the homogeneous cell data reveals a an initial step once the SmB
phase is entered the is intermediate between the SmC value and the plateau value
prior to crystallization. On heating, the low and high voltage scans (unswitched
and switched) reproduce each other and the homogeneous cell ε
′
up to the N -SmA
transition. The switched homeotropic cell follows closely the homogeneous cell
while the unswitched homeotropic cell reproduces its cooling scan. It should be
noted that the dispersion ε
′′
for the homeotropic cell has the same temperature
dependence in shape but larger in magnitude by a factor of 10, indicating that
the frustration for the molecular surface alignment and the direction of the dipole
moment for 9OO4 in a homeotropic cell leads to much larger dispersion losses.
All these voltage and temperature scan results indicate that 9OO4 has a strongly
temperature dependent negative dielectric anisotropy below the I-N transition
similar to that of 4O.8 and 8¯S5. Also, there is a 5 K temperature range just below
the SmB-SmC transition where the ordering is difficult to establish, presumably
because of the frustration between the steric interactions of the molecule and the
perpendicular dipole moment.
The phase ordering of 9OO4 presented in this work has four notable fea-
tures compared to the two similar LCs 8¯S5 and 4O.8. Firstly, 9OO4 exhibits
two monotropic smectic phases, the SmC and SmB phases while 8¯S5 only has a
monotropic SmC phase. Secondly, the N -SmA transition in 9OO4 has an unusu-
ally small enthalpy of 0.3 J/g compared to that in 8¯S5 and 4O.8 of about 2 J/g.
Thirdly, the conversion into the SmB phase is very slow, exhibiting strong varia-
tions and multiple steps even for very slow scan rates. Finally, on heating 9OO4
exhibits a stable specific heat and dielectric feature that indicates an intermediate
smectic-like phase between the crystal and smectic-A phase.
These results can be understood in terms of a combination of molecular packing
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Figure 3.7. The real ε′ (top panel) and imaginary ε′′ (bottom panel) dielectric constant
of 9OO4 in the homogeneous (planar) cell. Data taken on cooling then heating at 100 kHz
using ±0.3 K/min scan rates between 95 and 25 ◦C. See legend. For clarity, every 10th
data point has been plotted. The vertical dashed lines indicate the I-N , N -SmA, and
the SmC-SmB (cooling only) transitions.
and the influence of the unusual effective dipole moment of 9OO4. An analysis of
the (volume) thermal expansion coefficient αV and the x-ray scattering measured
smectic layer-spacing for the n¯S5 series was analyzed in terms of two linear thermal
expansion coefficient components parallel α|| and perpendicular α⊥ to the smectic-
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A layer normal and found that α|| < 0 and diverges toward negative infinity upon
approaching N -SmA from below [12]. From a similar Pippard analysis, 4O.8 was
found to have α|| = 0 as well as many members of the nO.m series. The difference
between 8¯S5 and 4O.8 behavior was determined to be due to the flexible -C(O)-
S- linking group for 8¯S5 compared to the rigid -C(H)=N- linking group for 4O.8
between their aromatic rings [12]. Both of these LCs have a slightly bent core with
their two phenyl rings twisted with respect to each other. This structure is also
expected for 9OO4 and supported by molecular modeling [13]. From Fig. 10 of
Ref. [12], the n¯S5 and 4O.m series follow the same trend on a log(δHNA) versus
McMillan ratio RM ≡ TNA/TIN while the nCB and nOCB liquid crystal series
follow a parallel trend but nearly an order of magnitude smaller enthalpy. The
N -SmA enthalpy for 9OO4 have RM = 0.959 is nearly along the trend for the
polar nCB and nOCB series rather than that for the series of similar structure.
Unfortunately, the quality of the MDSC data does not allow for detailed power-
law analysis to extract the N -SmA or the SmC-SmA critical behavior, but the
enthalpy of the N -SmA suggests a behavior similar to the nCB/nOCB series and
the shape of the SmC-SmA closely resembles that expected [14]. Overall, the
comparisons and observations suggests that the -C(=O)-O- linking group for 9OO4
is as flexible as that for the 8¯S5 linking group but with a differently oriented in-
plane dipole moment that would lead to SmB-like ordering. The possibility of
the in-plane dipole moments pairing, forming perhaps a cybotactic group, would
indicate that the smectic-A phase for 9OO4 is a partial bi-layer (SmAd) rather
than the monomeric smectic-A (SmAm) of either 8¯S5 or 4O.8. This may also lead
to the unusually slow SmB phase conversion and appearance of an intermediate
smectic phase on heating.
The observations presented in this work for the liquid crystal 9OO4 have re-
vealed an interplay between the LC ordering due to molecular shape (steric) and
a perpendicularly aligned dipole moment. These interactions emerge directly from
the particular molecular structure of 9OO4 and can be placed now in context with
other LCs of similar structure. In this work, the specific heat, dielectric constant,
and molecular modeling suggest that the combination of bent/twisted core struc-
ture, the core flexibility, and orientation of the effective dipole moment lead to the
onset of a monotropic SmB phase that converts very slowly from a SmC phase, an
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N -SmA transition similar to a very different LC structure, and the appearance of
an intermediate smectic-like phase between melting and the SmA. Detailed dielec-
tric measurements exploring the anisotropy as a function of frequency through the
various transitions would be very helpful as well as x-ray scattering to determine
the smectic-A layer spacing behavior. Higher resolution calorimetry would confirm
the expected critical behavior of the continuous transitions.
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Chapter4
Calorimetric Study of
Nanocomposites of Carbon
Nanotubes and a Negative
Dielectric Anisotropy Liquid crystal
4.1 Introduction
Composites of nano-particles with fluids or complex fluids represent a unique physi-
cal system where properties of the components only partially mix and new behavior
can emerge. Traditional composites are relatively well understood as the superpo-
sition, weighted by volume or mass, of the component’s properties and the inter-
facial interactions that play a role in holding the composite together. As the filler
shrink in size, the surface area begins to dominate, leading to unique behavior of
the nanocomposites. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) and liquid crystals (LC) are good
examples of such components.
Since their discovery in 1991 [1], carbon nanotubes have emerged as a new
class of nanosized particles for incorporation into various liquid crystal systems,
attracting considerable interest from both basic science research and industry. As
a result of the exceptional intrinsic properties of carbon nanotubes, novel mate-
rials can be envisioned that exhibit property enhancements, even at CNT con-
centrations much lower than in conventional composite technology [2]. In the
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field of thermoplastic nanocomposites, reported property enhancements include
improved mechanical performance [3, 4], high thermal and electrical conductivity
[5, 6, 7], increased crystallization rate [8, 9, 10], and altered rheological behav-
ior [11, 12]. In addition to CNT’s thermal, mechanical, and magnetic properties
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22], their unique electrical character makes them
potentially useful materials for use in nanoelectronic devices [23, 24, 25, 26].
Liquid crystals [27, 28, 29] are anisotropic fluids that exhibit numerous thermo-
dynamically stable phases between an isotropic liquid and a full, three-dimensionally
ordered solid. In the nematic (N) phase, LCs show orientational order. In the
smectic-A (SmA) phase, the rod-like molecules are arranged in layers with their
long axes on average, normal to the layer planes, and they show both orientational
and partial translational order characterized by a quasi-1-d density wave. The
smectic phases incorporate structures with diverse symmetry groups [30], such as
that of smectic-C (SmC), which has the layer tilting away from the director. The
smectic-B (SmB) phase the molecules show short-range hexagonal ordering within
the layers but not from layer to layer and it shows a short or long-range transla-
tional order. Higher-order, lower-symmetry, liquid crystalline materials have been
studied because of their industrial applications as well as important physical mod-
els of self-assembly [29, 30].
When CNTs are dispersed in a liquid crystal, they can modify the physical
properties and hence the phase behavior of the nanocomposite. Due to the spe-
cific surface anchoring between nanoparticle and LC, the nanoparticles can act
either as nucleation sites for a given type of order or as disordering sites that sta-
bilize the isotropic phase [31, 32]. However, if the local ordering effect of CNT
surfaces are randomly arranged, this can lead to a random-field effect [33] and an
overall disordering of the composites. Investigations have been made on liquid crys-
tal nanocomposites using optical microscopy and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), finding an enhancement of the isotropic to nematic phase transition tem-
perature and revealing a “chimney − type” phase diagram over a narrow range of
CNT weight percent between 0.001 - 0.002 wt% [34]. However, other studies have
found disordering effects of CNT on LC phase transitions [31]. Other work has
shown improved electro-optical switching properties of nanocomposites in ther-
motropic or lyotropic liquid crystals and CNTs [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. In liquid
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crystals, the effect of carbon nanotubes on the phase ordering of LC/CNT compos-
ites depends on the surface coupling of the molecule and graphene surface as well
as the distribution of those surfaces. In fact, it is also observed that aligned CNTs
can cause an increase of the orientational order in the LC [41]. Such composites
have been proposed as memory devices by exploiting their nanoelectromechanical
properties [42]. Recently, investigations on LC/CNT composites have shown that
the CNTs can induce chirality in the bulk LC [43, 44, 45]. Most of these stud-
ies were focused on nematic ordering and the isotropic (I) to nematic (N) phase
transition behavior in LC/CNT composites.
In this work, we study the phase transition behavior of the liquid crystal
alkoxyphenylbenzoate (9OO4) doped with multiwall carbon nanotubes as a func-
tion of CNT weight percent. The incorporation of CNTs in 9OO4 reveals that
all mesophase transition temperatures and the crystallization transition tempera-
tures shift upward. This results suggest that the interactions between molecular
structure, dipole moment of liquid crystal, and graphene-like surface can allow the
random dispersion of CNTs to promote both orientational and positional order.
We interpret this effect in terms of pinning the director at the CNT surface with
bulk-like scalar order parallel to the CNT long axis over distances that span mul-
tiple nematic domains while allowing the LC molecule to slide along the surface,
accommodating various positional order.
4.2 Results and Discussions
For the pure 9OO4, calorimetry shows that the I-N phase transition occurs at
TIN = 86.23
◦C, the N -SmA phase transition at TNA = 71.49 ◦C, the SmA-SmC
phase transition at TAC = 61.5
◦C, the SmC-SmB phase transition at TCB =
49.38 ◦C, and SmB-K phase transition at TBK = 35.3 ◦C in good agreement with
literature values [46]. All the phase transitions are characterized by a distinct
Cp peaks at a nearly equilibrium scan rate of ±0.3 K/min (Figures 2 to 6). The
strongly first-order melting followed by a second first-order Cp feature indicates the
presence of an intermediate phase (labeled SmX) between K and SmA on heating.
The transition temperatures and enthalpies of pure 9OO4 on cooling and heating
are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2
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Figure 4.1. (a) Excess real specific heat ∆Cp associated with the I-N phase transition
as function of temperature about TIN on cooling. The definition of the symbols are given
in the inset. (b) Excess specific heat ∆Cp associated with the I-N phase transition as
function of temperature about TIN on heating.
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For the I-N phase transition, the excess real specific heat signatures as a func-
tion of temperature about TIN for pure 9OO4 and 9OO4/CNT composite samples
are shown in Figure 5.1. The ∆C
′
p of 9OO4/CNT for the I-N transition phase
is steeper and narrower than in the pure 9OO4, with the peak maximum nearer
the high-temperature side of the coexistence region. The ∆C
′
p and C
′′
p behavior
are consistent on heating and cooling as well as being reproducible after multiple
thermal cycles. The ∆C
′
p wings above and below the I-N transition match each
other and that in pure 9OO4 on heating and cooling. The ∆C
′
p peak height for
cooling and heating scans within the two-phase I+N coexistence region is about
the same as that in pure 9OO4 up to φw ' 0.010, decreasing markedly for the 0.025
sample, then rising with increasing φw up to the highest CNT content sample of
0.20 wt% studied.
For the N -SmA phase transition, the excess specific heat δC
′
p on cooling and
heating as a function of temperature about TNA are shown in Figure 5.2 for pure
9OO4 and 9OO4/CNT composite samples. For all samples, the N -SmA phase
transition does not exhibit any feature in the imaginary specific heat, indicating
an apparent absence of latent heat and the continuous nature of this transition.
The δC
′
p of the N -SmA transition for the 9OO4/CNT samples over lay each other
for all φw and for pure 9OO4 on the SmA side while are systematically below pure
9OO4 on the nematic side of the transition. Given no strong change in the δC
′
p
behavior as a function of φw, no power-law fits were attempted.
For the SmA-SmC phase transition, the excess specific δC
′
p as the function of
temperature for pure 9OO4 and 9OO4/CNT composite samples are shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. The observed shape and continuous nature of the δC
′
p peak for pure 9OO4
is consistent with a Landau (mean-field) second-order transition [30] with no ob-
served signature in C
′′
p . The δC
′
p(AC) for the 9OO4/CNT samples, heights are the
same as pure 9OO4 up to 0.025 wt% and then decrease for the 0.05 and 0.20 wt%
samples. The step in δC
′
p(AC) on the SmC-side for below TAC is 0.025 J/gK for
pure 9OO4 and all 9OO4/CNT samples, independent of φw.
The tilt susceptibility at the SmA-SmC transition was examined by measuring
the electroclinic effect [47] in the LC/CNT mixtures. In the past, it has been shown
that there is a nonzero enantiomeric excess for these CNTs, as well as a net chirality
for CNTs from four other manufacturers [41]. When dissolved in a liquid crystal,
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Figure 4.2. (a) Excess specific heat δCp associated with the N -SmA phase transition as
function of temperature about TNA on cooling. The definition of the symbols are given
in the inset. (b) Excess specific heat δCp associated with the N -SmA phase transition
as function of temperature about TNA on heating.
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Figure 4.3. Excess real specific heat ∆Cp associated with the SmA-SmC phase transi-
tion as function of temperature about TAC on cooling for different CNT content sample.
The definition of the symbols are given in the inset.
the CNT imparts a net chiral environment to the liquid crystal in the vicinity
of the CNT surface. On application of an electric field, a surface electroclinic
effect obtains, which requires the presence of a chiral symmetry environment and
in which the director rotates by an angle θ ∝ E. Because of the sufficiently high
concentration of CNTs, the polarized light “sees” an average rotation of the liquid
crystal director for the entire sample.
The inverse electroclinic coefficient e−1c is shown as a function of temperature
for the 0.05 wt% 9OO4/CNT sample in Figure 4.4 approaching the SmC phase
from the SmA. A three parameter amplitude, TAC , and susceptibility exponent γ
power-law fit of e−1c versus temperature resulted in γ = 0.99 ± 0.06. Despite the
localization of the chirality induced in the liquid crystal to within a few nanometers
of the CNT surface [48], the susceptibility exponent clearly is mean-field-like and
apparently unaffected by the presence of the nanotubes. This result suggests that
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Figure 4.4. The inverse electroclinic coefficient e−1c is shown as a function of tempera-
ture for an applied electric field at frequency 25 Hz across the cell containing a 0.05 wt%
9OO4/CNT sample. The results were fitted a 3-parameter power law and resulted in a
susceptibility exponent γ = 0.99 ± 0.06. Inset shows an expanded view of the inverse
electroclinic coefficient for low temperature range.
the director rotation extends a length scale ξ, comparable to the SmC correlation
length, into the bulk liquid crystal from the narrow chiral region immediately
surrounding the CNTs, which is the region that responds directly to the applied
field. As an aside, we note that although TAC was obtained for this concentration
of nanotubes, it is not possible to compare it with the transition temperature in
the absence of nanotubes, for which chirality would be absent and no electroclinic
effect would be present.
For the SmC-SmB-K phase transition sequence on cooling, the ∆C
′
p and C
′′
p
signatures for pure 9OO4 and 9OO4/CNT composite samples over a range from
+4 to -10 K about TCB are shown in Figure 4.5. All peak signatures remain sharp
while the peak height of the SmC-SmB phase transition decreases with increasing
φw. The SmC-SmB transition is marked by a strongly first-order specific heat
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signature at TCB = 49.38
◦C, with the imaginary part being much larger than
the real part. The total transition enthalpy ∆HCB decreases slightly while ∆HBK
increases slightly with increasing φw. Similarly, the imaginary part is much larger
than the nearly non-existent ∆C
′
p for the SmB-K transition. This is consistent
with both the SmC-SmB and SmB-K phase transitions being strongly first-order,
as expected. Note that the C
′′
p behavior observed in the SmB phase are due to a
very slow phase conversion to the SmB from the SmC.
For all samples, upon heating under continuous quasi-equilibrium conditions,
the crystal phase superheats slightly until a strongly first-order specific heat fea-
ture is observed. Upon further heating, a second first-order feature is seen before
the SmA phase appears. See Figure 4.6 for pure 9OO4 and 9OO4/CNT composite
samples over a range from -10 to +4 K about TXA. The K-SmX ∆Cp peak is
narrower for composite samples, except for the φw = 0.025 wt% sample, as com-
pared to the pure 9OO4. The melting ∆C
′
p peak generally decreases in amplitude
with an increase in the C
′′
p peak. The total transition enthalpy of ∆HKX ' 72 J/g
for pure 9OO4 decreases slightly for the 9OO4/CNT samples with increasing φw.
The ∆HXA ' 32 J/g and strongly decreases with φw. Interestingly, the second
feature specific heat peak height decreases with increasing φw and suggests that
this feature is not due to residual crystal melting. Because of the magnitude of the
enthalpy involved, it is possible that this feature is a transition into an interme-
diate smectic phase before heating into the SmA phase. We denote this phase as
SmX and are unclear from polarizing microscopy image as to whether this phase
is SmB or SmC-like since the melting occurs very near TAC on cooling.
While the calorimetric and electroclinic behavior of the phases and phase tran-
sitions for the 9OO4/CNT samples are clearly retaining the character found in
pure 9OO4, the phase boundaries have more shrinking changes due to the CNT.
The transition temperature changes from pure 9OO4 for all 9OO4/CNT sam-
ples are shown in Figure 5.7. On cooling, the I-N transition temperature in the
9OO4/CNT samples shift upward by nearly a constant +1.13 K compared to that
in pure 9OO4 while the two-phase I+N coexistence width shrink from ∼ 2.5 K in
pure 9OO4 to a constant ∼ 1.5 K in 9OO4/CNT over this range of φw. For the
N-SmA transition temperature in 9OO4/CNT shifts upward by +1.31 K compared
to pure 9OO4, shrinking the nematic temperature range ∆Tnem = TIN − TNA by
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Figure 4.5. (a) Excess real and imaginary specific heat ∆Cp associated with the SmC-
SmB phase transition as function of temperature about TCB on cooling. The definition
of the symbols are given in the inset. (b) Imaginary specific heat C
′′
p as function of
temperature about TCB on cooling.
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SmX-SmC phase transition as function of temperature about TXA on heating. The
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Table 4.1. Summary of the calorimetric results for pure and all 9OO4/CNT samples on
cooling and heating. Shown are CNT weight percent φCNT , I-N transition temperature
TIN , N -SmA transition temperature TNA, K-SmX transition temperature TKX , SmX-
SmA transition temperature TXA, SmA-SmC transition temperature TAC , SmC-SmB
transition temperature TCB, SmB-K transition temperature TBK (in Celsius).
φCNT TIN TNA TAC TCB TBK
0.000 86.24± 0.20 71.27± 0.12 61.50± 0.00 49.38± 0.02 35.00± 0.02
0.008 87.31± 0.22 72.68± 0.13 62.56± 0.02 50.33± 0.03 39.16± 0.03
0.010 87.37± 0.18 72.69± 0.11 62.50± 0.02 50.26± 0.02 39.34± 0.02
0.025 87.37± 0.21 72.2± 0.14 62.50± 0.01 50.26± 0.03 39.34± 0.04
0.050 86.93± 0.22 72.5± 0.12 62.28± 0.02 50.17± 0.04 39.85± 0.02
0.200 86.93± 0.23 72.5± 0.15 62.36± 0.02 50.13± 0.04 39.56± 0.01
φCNT TKX TXA TNA TIN
0.000 60.96± 0.13 63.55± 0.01 71.46± 0.12 86.48± 0.22
0.008 61.36± 0.12 64.06± 0.02 72.62± 0.13 87.31± 0.21
0.010 61.45± 0.14 64.06± 0.02 72.85± 0.11 87.63± 0.19
0.025 61.45± 0.14 64.34± 0.03 72.65± 0.14 87.09± 0.23
0.050 61.42± 0.12 64.06± 0.03 72.53± 0.12 87.39± 0.25
0.200 61.37± 0.13 64.06± 0.01 72.57± 0.15 87.32± 0.22
∼ 0.3 K for all φw. The SmA-SmC transition temperature in 9OO4/CNT shifts
upward by about +1 K, widening the SmA range by +0.4 K for all φw. The SmC-
SmB transition temperature shifts upward by +0.7 K, widening the SmC range
slightly for all φw studied. Finally on cooling, the SmB-K crystallization shifted
upward by the largest, +4 K for all φw, narrowing the SmB range by 3 K. On
heating, the K-SmX melting superheats an additional +0.4 K, similarly for the
SmX-SmA boundary compared to pure 9OO4 for all φw samples. The TNA on
heating is +1.2 K and the TIN is +0.8 K higher than in pure 9OO4, narrowing the
nematic range ∆Tnem by 0.4 K, similar to that seen on cooling.
It is useful to compare these results with another high-resolution phase transi-
tion study on 8CB/CNT nanocomposites, which also used near equilibrium calori-
metric conditions and identical mixing method of CNTs from the same source [31].
The 8CB is a typical rod-like molecule, with biphenyl core, to which are attached
an aliphatic tail and a polar cyano head group, whereas 9OO4 has a benzoate
group linking the two phenyl rings and having alkoxy end tails. See Figure 2.7.
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Figure 4.7. (a) The phase transition temperature shifts for the I-N (), N -SmA (),
SmA-SmC (•), and SmC-SmB (◦) in 9OO4/CNT samples and the I-N and N -SmA
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for the 9OO4/CNT samples as a function of φw.
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Figure 4.8. (a) The I-N average fractional effective transition enthalpy for 9OO4
(◦) and 8CB (− − −) with the function of φw. (b) The N -SmA average fractional
effective transition enthalpy for 9OO4 (◦) and 8CB (−−−) with the function of φw. (c)
The effective total transition enthalpy on heating for 9OO4 (◦) and the effective total
transition enthalpy on cooling for 9OO4 (•) with the function of φw.
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Table 4.2. Summary of the calorimetric results for pure and all 9OO4/CNT samples
on cooling and heating. Shown are CNT weight percent φCNT , integrated enthalpy
change for I-N transition δH∗IN , imaginary enthalpy δH
”
IN , integrated enthalpy change
for N -SmA transition δH∗NA, integrated enthalpy change for K-SmX transition δH
T
KX ,
integrated enthalpy change for SmX-SmA transition δHTXA, integrated enthalpy change
for SmC-B transition δHTCB, integrated enthalpy change for SmB-K transition δH
T
BK
(in J/g).
φCNT δH
∗
IN δH
”
IN δH
∗
NA δH
T
CB δH
T
BK ∆HT
0.000 3.9± 0.4 0.95± 0.03 3.10± 0.05 35.88± 0.06 33.28± 0.05 80.2± 0.55
0.008 3.8± 0.2 0.99± 0.04 2.59± 0.06 38.92± 0.05 40.98± 0.07 84.09± 0.42
0.010 4.3± 0.4 0.96± 0.02 2.63± 0.07 39.73± 0.04 39.15± 0.05 84.38± 0.62
0.025 3.2± 0.3 0.69± 0.03 2.55± 0.08 29.14± 0.08 33.60± 0.08 70.11± 0.55
0.050 3.4± 0.2 1.01± 0.04 2.75± 0.09 31.20± 0.06 39.22± 0.08 72.40± 0.38
0.200 3.6± 0.3 1.03± 0.03 2.68± 0.08 27.37± 0.09 39.56± 0.11 69.98± 0.45
φCNT δH
T
KX δH
T
XA δH
∗
NA δH
∗
IN δH
”
IN ∆HT
0.000 72.00± 0.16 32.00± 0.06 3.02± 0.06 4.9± 0.3 0.98± 0.02 83.47± 0.32
0.008 69.16± 0.15 17.12± 0.04 2.87± 0.08 5.1± 0.2 0.90± 0.04 84.52± 0.40
0.010 67.44± 0.12 13.59± 0.03 2.91± 0.08 4.8± 0.4 0.99± 0.02 84.93± 0.54
0.025 67.76± 0.06 10.47± 0.04 2.92± 0.07 4.2± 0.3 1.04± 0.02 75.03± 0.48
0.050 61.93± 0.08 10.26± 0.02 2.80± 0.06 4.4± 0.2 0.90± 0.03 85.32± 0.62
0.200 62.00± 0.08 12.70± 0.06 2.92± 0.09 5.0± 0.3 0.93± 0.03 86.53± 0.64
The transition temperatures and enthalpies of the isotropic to nematic and ne-
matic to smectic-A phase transitions in 9OO4/CNT and 8CB/CNT systems [31]
are shown in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.5. In the 8CB/CNT system, both transition
temperatures shift downward by ∼1.5 K and has significant and non-linear φw de-
pendence, while ∆Tnem remains constant as seen by the dashed and dash-dotted
lines in panel (a) of Figure 5.7. Clearly, the same surface and distribution of CNTs
for 8CB produce disordering effects on orientational order shifting both the I-N
and N-SmA transitions.
The transition enthalpies of the I-N and N -SmA phase transitions in the
8CB/CNT system increases over a broad range of φw and then remain constant for
higher φw. The total transition enthalpy of 8CB/CNT system has been interpreted
as the sum of the pure transition contribution and a random-field induced distor-
tion energy. Apparently, given the near constant decrease of the enthalpy of the
9OO4/CNT, the ordering is bulk-like with a reduction perhaps due to suppression
of long-wavelength director fluctuations. If the enthalpy suppression of the I-N
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and N -SmA in 9OO4/CNT were due to surface pinning, it should scale with CNT
surface area, approximately linear in φw for these low concentrations, which is not
observed. This suggests a different surface interaction for the 9OO4 than 8CB
molecule with the CNT. The electroclinic effect result suggests that the director
rotation θ extends a length scale ξ, comparable to the SmC correlation length,
into the bulk liquid crystal forming a chiral region immediately surrounding the
CNTs. This chiral region responds to the applied field, resulting in a tilt over
the entire SmC correlation region. On cooling, the 9OO4/CNT SmB-K phase
transition temperature increases 4 K and K-SmX phase transition temperature
increases 0.5 K on heating for all φw while the total transition enthalpy remains
constant on heating and cooling. See Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.5. It is important
to note that all experimental results presented here are reproducible over repeated
scans.
From the calorimetric observations presented here, the effect of CNTs on the
phase transitions of 9OO4 apparently enhances orientational order and is compati-
ble with various positional order of all the higher order phases (broken symmetries)
up to and including the crystal phase. This is despite the globally random disper-
sion of CNTs in these nanocomposites and in contrast to the disordering effects
observed in the 8CB/CNT system [31]. Clearly, at such low concentrations with
random CNT distribution, the specific CNT- LC boundary condition must play an
important role along with the ultra-high aspect ratio (string-like structure) of the
CNT nanoparticles.
To account for the opposing the behavior of the I-N transition between 9OO4/CNT
and 8CB/CNT given the similar chemical nature of both liquid crystals and com-
mon graphene surface, the CNT may promote nematic order in both liquid crystals
but with different correlation lengths of the local anchoring field. For 8CB/CNT
system, the nucleated local director for 8CB varies in orientation along the long-
axis of the CNT creating a surface para-nematic layer while further away from the
CNT surface, nˆ becomes aligned parallel to the CNT strands [31]. This would
mean that the local anchoring field direction varies along the CNT strands over a
distance comparable to or shorter than the nˆ correlation length leading to quenched
random-field disordering effects [33]. For 9OO4/CNT system, the surface anchor-
ing orientation correlation length must be larger than the nˆ correlation length of
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the LC, likely parallel to the CNT long-axis with essentially no distortion (elastic
strain) of nˆ further away from the strand surface. This would yield a quenched
locally-non-random field that spans more than one nematic domain while still
possessing a global (macroscopic) random distribution. This is consistent with
the observed ECE in 9OO4/CNT and not in 8CB/CNT [43, 45], which would
also account for the suppression of smectic order in the 8CB/CNT system as the
pinned surface para-nematic layer would further disorder any positional ordering.
In 9OO4/CNT, the local field spans multiple nematic domains and would actually
suppress director fluctuations and so promote smectic ordering.
However, the observed enhancement of the higher order smectic phases as well
as the crystal phase implies that the uniform surface orientational anchoring is not
accompanied by positional pinning along the CNT for the 9OO4 molecule. This
degree of freedom of the LC molecule to essentially slide along the surface and
each other parallel to the CNT long-axis is needed to accommodate all the higher
positional ordering (broken symmetries) in pure 9OO4 yielding the observed bulk-
like behavior and phase boundary enhancement in this work. The origin of these
two different behavior between 9OO4 and 8CB with CNT is not immediately known
but may be due to either the negative dielectric anisotropy of 9OO4 as opposed
to that in 8CB or the different commensurate surface packing of the phenyl rings
onto the graphene surface by these two LCs
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Chapter5
Calorimetric Study of Phase
transitions in Nanocomposites of
Quantum Dots and a Liquid Crystal
5.1 Introduction
Composites of nano-particles with complex fluids represent a unique physical sys-
tem where properties of the components only partially mix and new behavior can
emerge. Traditional composites are relatively well understood as the superposition,
weighted by volume or mass, of the component’s properties and the interfacial in-
teractions that play a role in holding the composite together. As the quantum dots
added enough to the complex fluids, the surface area begins to dominate, leading
to unique behavior of the nanocomposites. The richness of the nanocomposites
that can be designed by coupling various colloids and liquid crystalline materials
opens wide field of research. Quantum dots (QDs) and liquid crystals (LC) are
good examples of such components.
Controlled self-assembly of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) holds great
promise for numerous applications, such as next generation photonic devices, QD
displays, biomedical imaging [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Recently, it has been demon-
strated that nanomaterials such as nanotubes or nanorods can be organized by
nematic liquid crystals LCs [10, 11]. In this case, the anisotropic order of the LC
imparts order onto the nanosize guest particles, along the nematic director average
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orientational direction of the LC molecules, for example, due to the reduction in
excluded volume [12]. Because the director can be aligned by external electric
fields, the nanoscale assemblies of the QDs in the LC can be manipulated. Recent
research shows that smectic LC environment allows QDs to achieve high spatial
ordering into quasi-one-dimensional arrays along the director [13]. Understand-
ing the interaction of nanoparticles with LC and the principles governing their
assembly through LC mediated.
Liquid crystals LCs [14, 15] are anisotropic fluids that have numerous thermo-
dynamically stable phases exhibiting molecular order in between an isotropic liquid
and a three dimensionally ordered solid. It has been shown that to minimize elastic
distortions in the LC, micrometer size spherical particles tends to be distributed
into cylindrically symmetric chain or strands along the global nematic director,
which is essential a minimization of excluded volume [12]. However, it is not clear
how this analysis would change or remain valid as the spherical particles diameter
is reduced to nanometer scales, such as QDs. The direct first-order transition from
the isotropic (I) to the smectic-A (SmA) phase has attracted attention in experi-
mental [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and theoretical research [25, 26, 27, 28] as
a prototypical symmetry breaking phase transition. High-resolution synchrotron
X-ray diffraction study of the I-SmA phase transition in 10CB-aerosil showed that
the transition remains first order for all gel densities with systematic evolution of
correlation length [21]. The study of phase transition behavior of 10CB in the
presence of silica aerogels showed that the direct I-SmA transition occurs through
the nucleation of smectic domains [20]. The effect of pressure on the I-SmA phase
transition was examined and pointed out that the effect is to increase the transition
temperature and to decrease the discontinuity of the transition [27]. The macro-
scopic dynamic behavior was studied in vicinity of the I-SmA transition and the
dynamic equations were presented on the I and SmA side of the phase transition
incorporating the effect of an external electric field [28]. The existence of surface
induced order was shown in the isotropic phase of 12CB, which has the direct
I-SmA transition, confined to anapore membranes through specific heat and x-ray
scattering studies [16]. Recently, the research has been focused on understanding
of the self assembly, structures of various shapes of nanoparticles and shape tuning
in nematic liquid crystals [29, 30, 31]. All the observations showed that the I-SmA
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transition is more first-order than the very weak I-N transition indicating that
the orientational order of SmA phase is higher than that in the nematic phase.
Even though significant effort was applied for the study of the I-SmA transition
behavior, many problems related to fundamentals of the transition are yet to be
solved.
In this work, we study the phase transition behavior of the liquid crystal
4-cyano-4-octylbiphenyl, 8CB, doped with cadmium sulfate quantum dots as a
function of QDs concentration. The incorporation of QDs in 8CB reveals that
mesophase transition temperatures shift downward. This results suggest that the
interactions between molecular structure, dipole moment of liquid crystal, and
quantum dots can allow random dispersion of QDs to both surface and disorder
effects despite being randomly dispersed and without any external field.
5.2 Results and Discussions
5.2.1 Overview
For the pure 8CB used in this study, the I-N phase transition occurs at TIN =
313.91 K while the N -SmA transition occurs at TNA = 307 K, agreeing well with
the values reported in the literature [32]. The I-N effective transition enthalpy
δH∗IN = 6.05 ± 0.15 J/g, the N -SmA effective transition enthalpy δH∗NA= 0.68
±0.03 J/g and the I-N dispersive enthalpy δH ′′IN = 1.33 ±0.05 J/g in pure 8CB
are within uncertainties 8 % of the literature value [33]. These results are used for
comparison to the composite results.
The resulting real part of specific heat C
′
p data for 8CB/QD samples studied
on heating and cooling as a function of temperature are shown Figure 2.2 (a). The
C
′
p wings are similar for all 8CB/QD composite samples and pure 8CB below and
above the transition revealing that the bulk-like order fluctuations are in isotropic,
nematic and smectic-A phases. The imaginary specific heat ∆C
′′
p as a function
of temperature is shown in Figure 2.2 (b).The imaginary specific heat ∆C
′′
p ex-
hibits a sharp peak associated with the I-N phase transition and negligible small
peak corresponding to the N -SmA phase transition. This is consistent with I-N
phase transition being weakly first-order and N -SmA being continuous or second
order phase transition for all φw. The linear background correction C
′′
p is about
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zero. A summary of transition temperatures, the nematic temperature ranges, and
enthalpies for all samples on cooling and heating are given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
5.2.2 The I-N and N-SmA Phase Transitions
For the I-N phase transition, an expanded view of the I-N excess specific heat
∆C
′
p on cooling and heating as a function temperature about TIN are shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. The ∆C
′
p peak height for cooling and heating scans within the two-phase
I+N coexistence region is rising up to φw ' 0.3, then decreasing with increasing
φw up to the highest QD content sample of 3 wt% studied. The ∆C
′
p peaks for I-N
transition in 8CB/QD samples (higher QD content) are slightly broader than that
in pure 8CB. The ∆C
′
p and ∆C
′′
p behavior are consistent on heating and cooling
as well as being reproducible after multiple thermal cycles. The ∆C
′
p wings above
and below the I-N transition match each other and that in pure 8CB on heating
and cooling. The I-N ∆C
′
p peaks are within the coexistence region on cooling and
heating. But, there is a hysteresis of the ∆C
′
p in the two-phase I+N region between
heating and cooling with the heating ∆C
′
p peaks are slightly higher in temperature
for above φw ' 0.65 wt% samples. The consistency of ∆C ′p data on heating and
cooling shows that the sample does not phase separate on the macroscopic level
and the sample in equilibrium. However, the microscopic (nanoscopic) phase sep-
aration and diffusion of QD in LC media may still form different configuration in
N and SmA phases for higher QD concentration.
For the N -SmA phase transition, the excess specific heat δC
′
p on cooling and
heating as a function of temperature about TNA are shown in Figure 5.2 for pure
8CB and 8CB/QD composite samples. For all samples, the N -SmA phase tran-
sition does not exhibit any feature in the imaginary specific heat, indicating an
apparent absence of latent heat and the continuous nature of this transition. The
excess specific heat δC
′
p of N -SmA phase transition shows a lower wing on the
SmA-side for 8CB/QD composite samples compared to the pure 8CB. The δC
′
p of
the N -SmA transition for the 8CB/QD samples over lay each other for all φw and
for pure 8CB on the SmA side while are systematically above pure 8CB on the
nematic side of the transition. Given no strong change in the δC
′
p behavior as a
function of φw, no power law fits were attempted.
The I-N phase transition temperature TIN is defined as the temperature of
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Figure 5.1. Excess real specific heat ∆C
′
p associated with the I-N phase transition as
function of temperature about TIN on cooling (a) and heating (b). The definition of the
symbols are given in the inset.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Excess real specific heat δC
′
p associated with the N -SmA phase tran-
sition as function of temperature about TNA on cooling. The definition of the symbols
are given in the inset.(b) Excess real specific heat δC
′
p associated with the N -SmA phase
transition as function of temperature about TNA on heating.
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C
′′
p inflection point on the high-temperature side of the C
′′
p peak [33]. Here, TIN
represents the lowest stable temperature of the isotropic phase. The N -SmA phase
transition temperature TNA is taken as Cp peak temperature. The TIN and TNA
transition temperatures as the function of φw shown in Figure 5.7. The TIN sup-
presses 2.67 K and TNA suppresses 2.35 K as function of φw. Because of the uncer-
tainty in the homogeneity of the 8CB/QD composite samples, the small noise ap-
peared in the transition temperatures can be related to perfect mixing of 8CB/QD
samples. The nematic range, ∆TN is slightly increases on heating up to 0.65 wt%
QDs then decreases by 0.5 K with increasing φw as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and
the ∆TN decreases on cooling with increasing φw. The ∆TI+N is constant up to
0.65 wt% and then increases with increasing φw on heating and cooling as shown
in Figure 5.4 (b). The ∆TI+N increases 1 K on cooling and 0.5 K on heating as a
function of φw. For φw ≤ 0.65 wt%, I-N and N -SmA move together and no change
in coexistence range, for φw ≥ 0.65 wt%, I-N transition temperatures decreases
faster than N -SmA phase and coexistence range widens with increasing φw.
An integration was performed on ∆Cp over a wide temperature range of 290
to 330 K for all 8CB/QD samples to yield δH∗T , while an integration of δCp over
±3 K about TNA yields δH∗NA. The I-N transition enthalpy is then determined as
δH∗IN = H
∗
T − HNA. The I-N imaginary enthalpy δH ′′IN is obtained by integrat-
ing the C
′′
p peak. Figure 5.5(a) shows the δH
∗
IN , and δH
′′
IN on both heating and
cooling as a function of φw. The I-N transition enthalpy of 8CB/QD composites
on cooling decreases up to 0.3 wt %, slightly increases and then decreases with
increasing φw. The I-N transition enthalpy of 8CB/QD composites on heating
shows bulk like up to 0.65 wt%, slightly decreases with increasing φw. The heating
and cooling enthalpies are not matching and there is a slight hysteresis observed.
The imaginary part of enthalpy H
′′
IN on heating and cooling is constant within
the experimental uncertainties as the function of φw which indicates latent heat is
constant as the function of φw as shown in Figure 5.5(a). The transition enthalpy
of N -SmA phase transition δH∗NA is also constant within the experimental uncer-
tainties as the function of φw which means smectic fluctuations remains constant
as shown in Figure 5.5(b).
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Figure 5.3. The I-N phase transition temperatures TIN (left axis: heating (◦) and
cooling (•)) and N -SmA phase transition temperature TNA (right axis: heating (◦) and
cooling (•)) as a function of φw. Lines are guides to the eye.
5.2.3 The I-SmA Phase Transition in 10CB
The I-SmA phase transition for pure 10CB occurred at TIA=324.33 K, in good
agreement with the literature value. The excess real specific heat ∆C
′
pand the
imaginary specific heat C
′′
p for pure 10CB and 10CB/QD samples on heating are
shown in Figure 5.6 as a function of temperature about the lowest stable temper-
ature of the isotropic phase TIA = T−TIA. The ∆C ′p peaks for I-SmA transition
in 10CB/QD samples (higher QD content) are slightly broader than that in pure
10CB. The ∆C
′
p and C
′′
p behavior are consistent on heating and cooling as well as
being reproducible after multiple thermal cycles. The ∆C
′
p wings above and below
the I-SmA transition match each other and that in pure 10CB on heating and
cooling. The I-SmA phase represents a strongly first-order transition are consis-
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Figure 5.4. (a) The nematic range on heating (◦) and cooling (•) as a function of φw.
(b) The I+N coexistence region on heating (◦) and cooling (•) as a function of φw. Lines
are guides to the eye.
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Figure 5.5. (a) The integrated ∆Cp I-N enthalpy δH
∗
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Figure 5.6. Excess real and imaginary specific heat ∆C
′
p associated with the I-SmA
phase transition as function of temperature about TIA on heating. The definition of the
symbols are given in the inset.
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Table 5.1. Summary of the calorimetric results for pure and all 8CB/QD samples on
cooling. Shown are quantum dots weight percent φw, the I-N transition temperature
TIN , the N -SmA transition temperature TNA, the nematic range ∆TN , the coexistence
range range ∆TI+N , the integrated enthalpy change δH
∗
IN , the imaginary enthalpy δH
”
IN ,
and the integrated enthalpy for N -SmA transition δH∗NA. All temperatures are in Kelvin
and enthalpies are in Joule per gram.
φw TIN TNA ∆TN ∆TI+N
0.0 313.91± 0.16 307.00± 0.15 6.91± 0.13 1.71± 0.04
0.3 313.72± 0.20 306.57± 0.24 7.01± 0.12 1.75± 0.05
0.4 313.52± 0.25 306.65± 0.25 6.87± 0.11 1.77± 0.03
0.5 313.50± 0.15 306.61± 0.23 6.89± 0.13 1.76± 0.04
0.8 313.35± 0.20 306.52± 0.20 6.83± 0.12 1.73± 0.03
1.0 313.02± 0.21 305.33± 0.23 6.69± 0.13 1.74± 0.05
2.0 312.61± 0.13 305.69± 0.24 6.70± 0.12 1.86± 0.02
3.0 310.83± 0.11 304.46± 0.22 6.37± 0.11 2.22± 0.03
φw δH
∗
IN δH
”
IN δH
∗
NA
0.0 6.05± 0.15 1.33± 0.15 0.679± 0.07
0.3 5.31± 0.20 1.35± 0.16 0.76± 0.06
0.4 5.36± 0.20 1.38± 0.14 0.75± 0.07
0.5 5.65± 0.30 1.36± 0.13 0.75± 0.08
0.8 5.92± 0.30 1.38± 0.15 0.81± 0.06
1.0 5.97± 0.10 1.36± 0.14 0.78± 0.07
2.0 5.84± 0.20 1.40± 0.16 0.78± 0.08
3.0 5.61± 0.25 1.37± 0.14 0.86± 0.07
tent after multiple heating and cooling cycles and so appear to be in equilibrium.
The I-SmA phase shows ∆C
′
p peaks slightly becomes broader with with increasing
φw. As φw increases, the I-SmA peak shifts to lower temperature and broadens
in both ∆C
′
p and C
′′
p . Cooling scans are generally consistent with heating in that
they are reproducible after multiple cycles.
The I-SmA phase transition temperature TIA is defined as the temperature of
C
′′
p inflection point on the high-temperature side of the C
′′
p peak [33]. Here, TIA
represents the lowest stable temperature of the isotropic phase. The I-SmA phase
transition temperature TIA is taken as Cp peak temperature. The TIA transition
temperatures as the function of φw shown in Figure 5.7. The TIA suppresses 2.6
K as function of φw. The TIA transition temperatures decreases up to 0.5 wt
% and then increases as the function of φw. Because of the uncertainty in the
homogeneity of the 10CB/QD composite samples, the small noise appeared in the
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Table 5.2. Summary of the calorimetric results for pure and all 8CB/QD samples on
heating. Shown are quantum dots weight percent φw, the I-N transition temperature
TIN , the N -SmA transition temperature TNA, the nematic range ∆TN , the coexistence
range range ∆TI+N , the integrated enthalpy change δH
∗
IN , the imaginary enthalpy δH
”
IN ,
and the integrated enthalpy for N -SmA transition δH∗NA. All temperatures are in Kelvin
and enthalpies are in Joule per gram.
φw TIN TNA ∆TN ∆TI+N
0.0 313.90± 0.15 306.95± 0.13 6.95± 0.11 1.64± 0.05
0.3 313.70± 0.24 306.78± 0.24 7.01± 0.13 1.56± 0.06
0.4 313.73± 0.25 306.55± 0.24 7.18± 0.12 1.61± 0.04
0.5 313.63± 0.23 306.58± 0.22 7.15± 0.14 1.57± 0.05
0.8 313.81± 0.20 306.58± 0.24 7.23± 0.13 1.67± 0.04
1.0 313.37± 0.23 306.42± 0.23 6.90± 0.11 1.54± 0.05
2.0 313.00± 0.24 306.15± 0.22 6.85± 0.12 1.72± 0.04
3.0 311.23± 0.23 304.60± 0.23 6.63± 0.13 1.92± 0.07
φw δH
∗
IN δH
”
IN δH
∗
NA
0.0 6.07± 0.31 1.29± 0.12 0.72± 0.06
0.3 6.46± 0.20 1.31± 0.13 0.73± 0.07
0.4 6.60± 0.30 1.32± 0.14 0.72± 0.06
0.5 6.51± 0.35 1.35± 0.13 0.73± 0.07
0.8 6.48± 0.20 1.34± 0.14 0.71± 0.08
1.0 5.31± 0.25 1.33± 0.15 0.75± 0.07
2.0 5.30± 0.30 1.34± 0.16 0.71± 0.06
3.0 5.01± 0.28 1.29± 0.15 0.71± 0.07
transition temperatures can be related to perfect mixing of 10CB/QD samples.
5.2.4 The Physical Model
Suspending colloidal particles in liquid crystals can be carried out with the aim of
making new materials which exhibit new physical properties. In this section, we
briefly review some of recent work done on colloidal self assemblies in liquid crys-
tals and connect our work with recent studies. Using three-dimensional numerical
modeling, the self assembly of triangular, square and pentagonal sub-micrometer
sized platelets studied in thin layer of nematic liquid crystal [30]. The inter-particle
potential depends in a complex way on the orientation of the particle and the par-
ticles form linear chains at higher concentration to minimize their free energy.
Theory not yet developed to study such a small nano-size particles. The behavior
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Figure 5.7. The I-SmA phase transition temperatures TIA on heating (◦) and on
cooling (•) as a function of φw. Lines are guides to the eye.
of nano-particles depend sensitively on the nature of the LC, the anchoring condi-
tions and the particle size. Exploring the re-orientations and interactions potential
between nano-sized particle will be interesting in nano-scale photonics application.
In this studies, we propose a physical model to explain results shown in Figure 5.8.
The key observations are I-N Cp peak changes with φw, N -SmA does not
changes with φw, there is a difference in behavior φw ≤ 0.65 wt% and then φw ≥
0.65 wt% with all transition temperatures decreasing with increasing φw. Since
only φw changes, these effects must be come from QDs arrangements below and
above φw = 0.65 wt%. The arrangement of QDs is different in both N and SmA
phases.
Considering the spherical symmetry of the QDs, for the dilute regime, the QDs
likely exist separately much likely a dilute ideal gas. But as concentration increases,
groups of QDs are more likely. An arrangement that minimizes free energy when
dealing with spherical particles in uniaxial phase is a "pearl − necklace" chain of
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Figure 5.8. The QDs configuration in LC media at higher QD concentration in N
phase (top panel) and the QDs configuration in LC media at higher QD concentration
in SmA phase (bottom panel).
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QDs. This arrangement more closely matched the symmetry of the nematic phase.
This effect is essentially independent of surface anchoring of the nˆ, but it is most
likely radial. However SmA is not coupled.
On cooling, the system move from disorder state to order state, QDs form
highly anisotropic structures along nematic director and decreases nematic range
for φw ≥ 0.65 wt%. In SmA phase, the size of QDs are much larger than the nematic
layer and QDs do not pin the molecule. As result, the SmA phase remains bulk-
like. On heating, the SmA-N and N -I phase transition temperatures are higher
than cooling transition temperatures and the I-N phase transition temperatures
decreases faster than N -SmA phase. This leads to the two phase coexistence range
increases for φw ≥ 0.65 wt%. The QDs forms "pearl−necklace" chain configuration
for φw ≥ 0.65 wt% due to minimize their free energy shown in top panel Figure 5.8.
The QDs does not effect on SmA phase due to their size larger than the nematic
layer shown in bottom panel Figure 5.8. This leads to the effective transition
enthalpy for N -SmA phase remains bulk-like behavior. On cooling at low φw, the
N nucleates in between QDs and hence coexistence range shift to minimum free
energy state. At higher φw, QDs do not move as far due to they pin together as
chains and as a result δH becomes stabilize. On heating at low φw, the N phase
already at minimum free energy state with QDs stable positions and hence melting
behaves bulk-like. At higher φw, QDs chains stabilize the N phase to para-nematic
and hence the transition enthalpy reduce to I phase. As a results, the nematic
phase impose self assembly on QDs to form one dimensional arrays leading to QDs
induces net local disordering effect in LC media.
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Chapter6
Calorimetric Study of
Nanocomposites of Multi-walled
Carbon Nanotubes and Isotactic
Polypropylene Polymer
6.1 Introduction
Since their discovery in 1991 [1], carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have emerged as a
new class of nanosized particles for incorporation into various polymer systems,
attracting considerable interest from both basic science research and industry. As
a result of the exceptional intrinsic properties of the CNTs, novel materials can be
envisaged which exhibit unprecedented property enhancements, moreover at CNTs
loadings much lower than in conventional composite technology [2]. In the field of
thermoplastic nanocomposites, reported property enhancements include improved
mechanical performance [3, 4], high thermal and electrical conductivity [5, 6, 7],
increased crystallization rate [8, 9, 10], and altered rheological behavior [11, 12].
However, a fundamental understanding of these nanocomposites is still lacking.
Because of its outstanding properties, low price, and wide applicability, iso-
tactic polypropylene (iPP) is among the most well studied thermoplastics, with
widespread application in various composite materials. Over the years, iPP has
been reinforced with a wide range of fibers (e.g. carbon, glass, natural fibers)
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essentially aiming at improving its mechanical performance. However, the emer-
gence of carbon nanotubes as filler particles has paved the way for potential new
applications, in fields which so far have required the use of expensive engineering
polymers. For instance, a potentially highly important application is the use of
nanocomposite films for the electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding [13, 14].
The requirements to the material are manifold, however, as films need to be thin
and transparent, yet mechanically stable and displaying a sufficiently high electri-
cal conductivity. The use of CNTs as filler particles in iPP may provide a way
to fulfill these requirements, as their incorporation simultaneously provides me-
chanical reinforcement as well as electrical conductivity. A prerequisite for the
latter, however, is the achievement of an electrically conductive percolating net-
work of nanofiller particles, at low enough loading so as to preserve the materials
transparency [14].
The phase transition behavior of isotactic polypropylene from the mesomor-
phic phase to the monoclinic crystal reported form using DSC [15]. It has been
long recognized that the addition of CNTs significantly affects the crystallization
behavior and resulting crystalline morphology of the iPP matrix. However, high
resolution complex calorimetry beyond traditional DSC has not been reported for
nanocomposites. The carbon nanotubes were found to strongly nucleate iPP crys-
tallization, resulting in a trans-crystalline morphology [16, 17, 18]. This highly
oriented columnar morphology, extending over the entire fiber-matrix interface, is
significantly different from the spherulitic crystal growth commonly encountered
in neat iPP. It is, however, generally not associated with polymorphism, unless
when crystallized from the sheared melt around a pulled fiber [19]. The origin of
trans-crystallinity has been the subject of intensive research and is still a matter
of debate. Its development is associated with the high density of heterogeneously
nucleating sites on the fiber surface, restricting crystal growth to the direction per-
pendicular to the fiber, with the crystal c-axis aligned in the fiber long-axis [20].
However, several additional factors are believed to influence its formation, such
as epitaxial crystal growth based on lattice matching, surface energy and topol-
ogy of the fiber, flow-induced crystallization, or residual stresses resulting from a
mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficients of fiber and matrix [16].
Trans-crystallinity has also been encountered in a number of other polymer
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nanocomposite systems. For instance, nylon-6 crystals were reported to grow per-
pendicular to dispersed clay platelets [21], whereas carbon nanotubes were found
to template the growth of polyethylene crystals in a direction perpendicular to
the nanotubes long-axis [22, 23]. Crystallization from dilute solution was found
to induce structures strongly resembling the shish-kebab morphology in polyethy-
lene and nylon-6,6 [24]. For iPP/CNT nanocomposites, finally, several reports
suggested the occurrence of trans-crystallinity, however without providing experi-
mental evidence [25, 9, 26, 27, 28]. Moreover, contradictory findings subsist as to
the possible occurrence of polymorphism in iPP nanocomposites containing carbon
nanotubes [29, 26].
In the present study, we report on the complex calorimetry of crystallization
and melting behavior of neat iPP and well dispersed iPP/CNT nanocomposite thin
films as a function of CNT content and temperature scan rate. For the iPP/CNT
samples, CNT content varied from 0.01 to 5 weight percent (wt %) and the base-
line temperature scan rate varied from ±0.5 to 4 K min−1. In all measurements,
the crystallization and melting calorimetric signatures were almost entirely non-
reversible (imaginary) with only a very small feature discernible in the reversible
(real) specific heat component, indicating their strong first-order character. The
crystallization and melting temperatures, TC and TM , increase as a function of
CNTs concentration. The enthalpy of crystallization and melting of the iPP/CNT
samples increases strongly with increasing CNT content, saturating for CNT con-
centrations above 1 wt%. These results provide strong evidence that the CNT
surface provides crystal nucleation sites for a different crystal phase than in the
neat iPP, which becomes more dominant as the CNTs content increases. We also
present the effect of temperature scan rates on the thermal evolution of neat iPP
and iPP/CNT nanocomposites revealing a nonlinear driving of the transition tem-
peratures and enthalpies. During subsequent melting, recrystallization phenomena
may occur depending on the applied heating rate, the kinetics of which will be dis-
cussed in terms of polymer chain segment mobility.
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6.2 Results and Discussions
6.2.1 Crystallization Behavior of iPP and iPP/CNT Nanocom-
posites
Figure 6.1 shows the total excess specific heat as a function of temperature for
neat iPP and iPP/CNT samples with φw from 0.01 to 5 wt%. The crystallization
temperature for neat iPP occurred at 404.6 K, in good agreement with the litera-
ture value [13]. As the CNTs content increases, the ∆Cp peak remains as sharp as
in neat iPP, only changing amplitude slightly. Further, TC shifts upward by +4.6
K for the 0.01 wt % sample and continues to increase with increasing φw reaching
+7.5 K at 5 wt % of CNT. In addition to the large ∆Cp peak associated with
crystallization, there appears a small ∆Cp feature for the neat iPP 9 K lower in
temperature. This feature is likely the conversion to crystal of boundary regions
between initially formed crystal domains. See inset of Figure 6.1. With the ad-
dition of CNTs, this small ∆Cp peak generally decreases in size and shifts closer
to the main ∆Cp peak as φw increases, reaching 2.5 K below TC for the 2 wt %
sample before disappearing in the 5 wt% sample. These results are consistent with
the CNTs promoting the crystal phase and minimizing the delayed conversion of
domain boundary regions
The upper panel of Figure 6.2 shows the upward shift in the crystallization
temperature TC and that of the small ∆Cp feature that reaches a plateau value,
evidently suggesting saturation of the nucleating effect. An upward shift in the
crystallization onset and peak temperatures is observed, even for CNT loadings as
low as 0.01 wt %, suggesting a high degree of crystal nucleation on the surface of the
CNTs. The overall crystallization process is enhanced as a result of the presence
of CNTs, providing a large number of nucleation sites. This results in an increase
in TC with respect to that of the homogeneously nucleated neat iPP. The crystal-
lization behavior dependence on multiwall nanotube loading, as well as the plateau
value of the crystallization onset, result from the increase in CNTs surface area
as φw increases. The fact that the crystallization onsets level off at higher CNTs
loadings and finally attain a plateau value is indicative of nucleation saturation.
An incomplete CNT exfoliation at higher loadings provides a possible explanation,
as poor CNTs dispersion at higher mass fractions implies that the outer surface
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of the nanotubes becomes increasingly inaccessible for crystal nucleation. Incom-
plete exfoliation of CNT bundles may be due to Van der Waals interactions and
nanotube clustering. Alternatively, from a certain loading onward, the crystal-
lization rate may level off as a result of the fact that crystal growth becomes the
rate-determining factor. Further increasing the loading does effectively increase
the nuclei density, but under the resulting time and temperature conditions crys-
tallization proceeds more slowly, resulting in a leveling off of the crystallization
onset. The rate-determining factors can either be the high crystallization temper-
ature, resulting from the nucleating action and diminishing the thermodynamic
driving force for crystallization, or limitations in the diffusion of polymer chains
toward the growing crystal front. The latter might result from reduced polymer
mobility and from chain diffusion constraints in a geometrically confined space, as
the average inter-particle distance is reduced at higher loadings. With respect to
the above discussion on the crystallization of the iPP matrix, it is worth noting
that the nucleating action of CNTs, increasing the crystallization temperatures
by 8 K, is comparable to that of conventional nucleating agents. Indeed, shifts of
up to 15 K have been reported after incorporation of sodium benzoate into iPP
[30]. Moreover, saturation of the nucleating effects was also observed for such con-
ventionally nucleated systems [30, 31] and was attributed to agglomeration of the
nucleating particles due to over-dosage, limiting the number of effective nuclei. A
summary of transition temperatures, enthalpies for crystallization and melting for
all samples on heating and cooling are given in Table 6.1.
6.2.2 Melting Behavior of iPP and iPP/CNT Nanocom-
posites
Figure 6.3 shows the total excess specific heat as a function of ∆T = T − TM,2 for
neat iPP and iPP/CNT samples with φw from 0.01 to 5 wt %. For clarity, the
∆Cp traces are shifted upward successively by 2 J/g K and shifted in temperature
with respect to the final melting peak. The melting temperature occurred for neat
iPP at 436.96 K, in good agreement with the literature value 436.1 K [30]. As
shown in Figure 6.3, melting of neat iPP appears to proceed in a two-step process
with a first order ∆Cp peak at a temperature TM,1 appearing first followed by
a large first order ∆Cp peak at TM,2 on heating. The melting temperature TM,2
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Figure 6.1. The total specific heat ∆Cp on cooling at -0.5 K/min through crystallization
for neat iPP and iPP/CNT nanocomposites. See legend for wt % CNT. Inset shows an
expanded view of the low temperature wings revealing a very small ∆Cp feature. See
text for discussion.
shifts upward by 3.8 K from 0.01 to 0.1 wt % samples and remains same for higher
loading of CNT content. See bottom panel of Figure 6.2 for the φw behavior of
TM,1 and TM,2. Clearly, the presence of CNTs and the prior crystallization history
have dramatic impact on the melting behavior of the polymer matrix. Whereas
the neat polymer matrix unambiguously shows a double melting ∆Cp behavior,
the shape of the melting ∆Cp progressively evolves toward single melting with
increasing CNT concentration. Indeed, the lower melting peak TM,1 progressively
shifts to higher temperature upon increasing the CNTs loading, until it finally
coincides with the higher melting peak TM,2 at 5 wt % CNT loading.
Multiple melting features are generally assumed to result from polymorphism,
from the successive melting of crystal populations with distinct degrees of perfec-
tion, or from the rapid succession of melting-crystallization-melting. The impact
of CNTs on the polymorphic behavior of iPP has been extensively reported over
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Figure 6.2. The crystallization and melting temperatures of the isotropic to meso-
morphic α-monoclinic transition for neat iPP and iPP/CNT samples as a function of
φw. Top panel shows the large crystallization ∆Cp position (•) and the small secondary
feature () on cooling. Bottom panel shows the temperature of two melting features,
TM,1 () and TM,2 (◦) on heating. Lines are guides to the eye.
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Figure 6.3. The total excess specific heat ∆Cp traces recorded during heating runs at
+0.5 K/min through the melting region of the neat iPP and iPP/CNT nanocomposites
containing loadings of CNTs listed in the legend. For clarity, the ∆Cp traces are shifted
upward successively by 2 J/g K with respect to the neat iPP trace. See legend for sample
wt% CNT.
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Figure 6.4. The total effective transition enthalpy of neat iPP and iPP/CNT nanocom-
posites on cooling (•) and heating (◦) as a function of φw. Lines are guides to the eye.
the years. Some authors reported that CNTs can induce crystallization of iPP
in the hexagonal polymorphic, instead of the more common monoclinic R-form
[26]. Since both polymorphs display distinct melting temperatures, the observed
changes in the shape of the melting transition in the presence of CNTs might
potentially be the result of an altered balance between crystal forms co-existing
in the sample [31]. This indicates that the CNTs surface not only nucleates the
crystal phase but pins a particular crystal structures not common in neat iPP.
According to classical polymer crystallization theory, the melting temperature
of a crystal TM , is determined by its lamellar thickness [32, 33]. The latter, on
the other hand, is inversely proportional to the super cooling below the equilib-
rium melting point T 0M . An equation relating the observed melting temperature
to the crystallization temperature has been proposed, and the well-known linear
Hoffman-Weeks method [33], by which the equilibrium melting temperature is de-
termined as the intersection of the experimentally recorded TM plotted against
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Figure 6.5. Melting temperatures TM,1 () and TM,2 (•) plotted against crystallization
temperature for iPP filled with various loadings of CNTs. Crystallization and melting
temperatures were obtained from nonisothermal MDSC experiments and straight lines
from linear regression.
TC (with a slope slightly below 0.5 in most cases) and the line TM = TC (slope
= 1). This diagram is typically constructed for isothermally crystallized samples,
but the strong nucleation in the presence of CNTs allows a similar diagram to be
constructed for nonisothermally crystallized samples. Here the lower melting peak
temperature TM,1 and higher melting peak temperature TM,2 are plotted as a func-
tion of the corresponding crystallization peak temperature as shown Figure 6.5.
The smaller ∆Cp peak at TM,1 does very linearly with TC with a slope of 0.51 and
yields a T 0M = 481.5 K which is higher than the T
0
M commonly reported for neat
iPP [?]. The larger ∆Cp peak at TM,2 marking the final melting point has a larger
slope of 1.47 and a T 0M = 329.9 K. Clearly, on heating, the initial smaller ∆Cp peak
behaves in a similar way as the melting in neat iPP and may represent regions far
from CNT surface having a crystal structure similar to that in neat iPP. The final
and larger ∆Cp peak behaves in a very different way with a T
0
M for below that in
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Table 6.1. Summary of the transition temperatures TC and total effective transition
enthalpies for iPP and composites based on the quasi-static MDSC results for both
cooling ad heating scans (superscripts c and h, respectively).
φCNT T
c
C(K) T
h
C(K) ∆H
c(J/g) ∆Hh(J/g)
0.00 400.08± 0.96 436.96± 0.88 92.33± 0.99 86.78± 1.33
0.01 404.64± 0.91 436.50± 0.92 74.47± 0.95 59.56± 0.98
0.10 406.57± 0.88 440.77± 0.86 93.53± 1.22 82.91± 1.41
1.00 407.19± 0.85 439.11± 0.91 102.97± 1.25 88.52± 1.42
2.00 407.82± 0.86 439.92± 0.96 122.74± 1.24 97.98± 1.44
5.00 407.52± 0.95 439.72± 0.85 118.36± 1.23 94.14± 1.35
neat iPP indicating a crystal structure influenced by the CNT nucleation sites.
MDSC allows for a more detailed study of possible crystallization and melting
phenomena. The real part of the specific heat is very small compared to the
imaginary part for both crystallization and melting, both transitions being strongly
first-order. On melting, the total transition enthalpy decreases for φw = 0.01
sample and then increases with increasing φw, saturating about 15 J/g above that
for neat iPP at φw ≥ 2 wt % Figure 6.4. This indicates that the recrystallization
phenomenon is progressively suppressed with increasing CNTs concentration. A
summary of transition temperatures and enthalpies for all samples on heating and
cooling are given in Table 6.1.
6.2.3 Effect of Scan Rates on neat iPP and 2 wt% iPP/CNT
Since recrystallization essentially concerns the least perfect crystals present in the
polymer, and requires time to occur, it is the sensitive to scan rate. The effect of
increasing the cooling rate from -0.5 to -4 K/min on ∆Cp is shown in Figure 6.6.
As the cooling rate increases for the neat the iPP (top panel of Figure 6.6, the large
∆Cp peak shifts in temperature and eventually decreases in height and broadens
in width for the fastest cooling rate of - 4K/min. As the heating rate increases
from 0.5 to 4 K/min, see Figure 6.7, the ∆Cp traces do not shift in temperature
but evolve in shape. The smaller ∆Cp peak at TM,1 sharpens and increases in size
while the larger∆Cp peak at TM,2 broadens and decreases in size.
The effect of increasing the cooling rate from - 0.5 to - 4 K/min on ∆Cp is shown
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Figure 6.6. The total excess specific heat ∆Cp on cooling from the isotropic to meso-
morphic to α-monoclinic transitions as a function of continuous scan rate (K/min) for
neat iPP (top) and 2 wt% of CNTs (bottom). For clarity, every 15th data point has been
plotted. Quasi-static modulation parameters were used; 0.5 K temperature modulation
amplitude and 60 s heating period, while the cooling rate was varied from -0.5 to -4
K/min. See legend.
in Figure 6.6. As the cooling rate increases for the 2 wt % iPP/CNT (bottom panel
of Figure 6.6, the large ∆Cp peak shifts in temperature and eventually decreases
in height and broadens in width for the fastest cooling rate of - 4 K/min. As the
heating rate increases from 0.5 to 4 K/min, see Figure 6.7(bottom panel), the ∆Cp
traces shift to lower temperature and also evolve in shape. The smaller ∆Cp peak
at TM,1 sharpens and increases in size while the larger ∆Cp peak at TM,2 broadens
and decreases in size.
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Figure 6.7. The total excess specific heat ∆Cp on heating from the mesomorphic-α
monoclinic to isotropic transitions as a function of continuous scan rate (K/min) for
neat iPP (top) and 2 wt% of CNTs (bottom). For clarity, every 15th data point has been
plotted. Quasi-static modulation parameters were used; 0.5 K temperature modulation
amplitude and 60 s heating period, while the cooling rate was varied from -0.5 to -4
K/min. See legend.
The crystallization temperature (TC) and the melting temperatures (TM) as a
function of scan rates are shown in Figure 6.8. The TC on cooling decreases ap-
proximately by 9 K for both neat iPP and 2 wt% iPP/CNT with increasing cooling
rates from - 0.5 to - 4 K/min. The TM upon heating decreases approximately by
2 K for both neat iPP and 2 wt % iPP/CNT with increasing heating rates from
0.5 to 4 K/min. The TC and TM show linear behavior for neat iPP and non-linear
behavior for 2 wt% iPP/CNT. See in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8. The crystallization and melting temperatures as a function for neat iPP
(cooling (), heating ()) and for 2 wt% iPP/CNT sample (cooling (•), heating (◦) ).
Lines are guides to the eye.
The effective transition enthalpy (∆H) for both neat iPP and 2wt% iPP/CNT
as a function of scan rates is shown in Figure 6.9. The ∆H increases by 8 J/g
on heating and is approximately constant as the function of cooling rate for neat
iPP, whereas the ∆H is approximately constant on heating and decreases by 20
J/g as a function of cooling rate for 2 wt% iPP/CNT. The effective transition
enthalpy diverges between cooling and heating cycles with decreasing scan rates.
The enthalpy dependence for neat iPP and 2 wt% iPP/CNT samples reversed
between cooling and heating. See in Figure 6.9.
For the neat iPP sample, recrystallization during fast heating is largely sup-
pressed, as opposed to the situation under slow heating. In the presence of CNTs,
recrystallization no longer seems to occur, resulting in a lower temperature of melt-
ing shown in Figure 6.7. Unlike under slow heating conditions, this result suggests
that the final degree of crystal perfection remains lower in the nanocomposite sam-
ple than in the neat material, an effect even more accentuated for the rapidly cooled
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Figure 6.9. The total effective transition enthalpy as function of scan rate for neat
iPP (top panel: cooling (), heating ()) and for the 2 wt% iPP/CNT sample (bottom
panel: cooling (•), heating (◦)). Lines are guides to the eye.
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Table 6.2. Summary of the transition temperatures TC , total effective transition en-
thalpies, peak heights (cooing only) for iPP and 2 wt% of CNT based on the quasi-static
MDSC results for both cooling and heating rates (superscripts c and h, respectively).
neat iPP (top) and 2 wt% of CNT bottom.
Rate(K/min) T hC(K) T
c
C(K) ∆H
c(J/g) ∆Hh(J/g) hct(J/gK)
0.5 400.08 436.967 96.16 98.03 21.91
1.0 397.89 436.70 96.42 100.81 21.41
2.0 395.13 435.32 96.80 99.50 18.56
4.0 390.90 434.94 96.27 106.20 13.55
0.5 407.82 436.96 142.76 112.66 25.48
1.0 404.97 438.89 140.67 106.20 26.07
2.0 402.12 438.66 127.27 112.50 21.64
4.0 398.90 434.30 121.00 108.35 15.89
samples. Prominent double melting behavior is observed in the neat iPP sample,
showing that the degree of crystal perfection after fast cooling is lower than in the
slowly cooled sample. The nanocomposite sample, however, exhibits single melting
behavior for higher scan rates, despite the much lower crystal perfection as com-
pared to low scan rate, with only a slight shoulder attesting for recrystallization
shown in Figure 6.7. Hence, the observed differences in the melting temperatures
of the nanocomposite and neat iPP under fast heating conditions, convincingly
show that recrystallization in both is reduced. The suppression of recrystallization
is stronger in the nanocomposite than in the pure iPP film. This becomes partic-
ularly noticeable under kinetically unfavorable fast heating conditions, pointing at
a reduced mobility of the polymer chain segments in the presence of CNTs.
However, when sufficient time is given to allow for crystal melting, reorgani-
zation, and subsequent recrystallization of existing crystal lamellae, the degree of
crystal perfection can attain a level comparable to that in neat iPP. Potentially
important factors capable of kinetically suppressing the recrystallization phenom-
ena under the conditions chosen are the occurrence of polymer-CNT interactions,
increases in viscosity, and effects related to geometrical confinement. Even though
van der Waals interactions between iPP and CNTs are rather weak, they may af-
fect the polymer crystallization since it is known to be extremely sensitive to subtle
changes in the chain segment mobility. Therefore, even the weakest interactions
might cause changes in the recrystallization behavior, especially in view of the
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tremendous interfacial area provided by the CNTs. Viscosity increases related to
the formation of a percolating network of CNTs might equally affect the recrystal-
lization behavior. Finally, geometrical confinement needs to be considered as the
average distance between well dispersed CNTs becomes much smaller than the typ-
ical radius of gyration of the unperturbed polymer, hence also influencing its local
segmental mobility and potentially hampering recrystallization phenomena. This
was already noticed with respect to the nucleating action of the CNTs as well as in
relation to their effect on the melting behavior of the matrix polymer. A key reason
for their accentuated influence on the polymer in the considered nanocomposites
is the much higher surface area they provide at equal mass fraction. Consequently,
CNTs are also believed to more strongly affect the recrystallization behavior of
iPP upon heating, as experimentally conformed at low heating rates shown in Fig-
ure 6.7. For higher heating rates, recrystallization is completely suppressed in the
presence of CNTs, resulting in a lower melting temperature as compared to neat
iPP.
In the CNT filled system, a slight shoulder at the low temperature end of the
transition still accounts for some extent of recrystallization, but the crystalline
perfection still does not reach that obtained in the neat material at the lowest
rate. After the fastest cooling rates in this study, neat iPP shows clear double
melting behavior for subsequent heating. Moreover, a slight shoulder at the low
temperature end of the melting transition indicates that some of recrystallization
even persists up to the highest heating rate. The recrystallization might be fully
suppressed at even higher heating rates. For the first time, these observations
therefore unambiguously evidence some degree of kinetic hindrance in CNT-filled
iPP systems, as a result of alterations in the local mobility of the matrix polymer,
induced by the surface of the CNTs. On the basis of the observation of an altered
crystallization, melting, and recrystallization behavior, it is also anticipated that
the presence of CNTs affects the local morphology of the polymer matrix, result-
ing in a very specific crystalline microstructure characteristic for the considered
nanocomposite materials. A summary of transition temperatures, enthalpies on
cooling and heating rates for neat and 2 wt% iPP/CNT are given in Table 6.2.
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Chapter7
Transport Properties of Melt-Shear
Oriented iPP/CNT Thin Films
7.1 Introduction
Polymers are typically very good thermal and electrical insulators while carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) have very high thermal and electrical conductivity as well as
large anisotropy between properties measured parallel or perpendicular to the
CNT long axis. This study are aimed at the interplay between nanoscale and
macroscale phenomena in thin polymer/MWCNTs nanocomposite (PNC) films.
Macroscale manipulation, like melt-shearing of PNCs, can induce nanoscopic or-
der of the MWCNTs and polymer chains [1]. Here, it is investigated how the
induced nanoscopic orientational order of MWCNTs and polymer chains affects
one macroscopic property, namely the electrical and thermal conductivity of the
films and its anisotropy [2, 3]. There are many factors that can affect the per-
colation of MWCNTs, like concentration, dispersion and size. The orientational
order of MWCNTs is another factor which can influence the critical concentra-
tion when MWCNTs start forming networks. The concentration is varied and the
induced electrical and thermal anisotropy in oriented nano-composite films under
identical melt-shearing conditions is measured. Nanocomposites should allow for
tunable material characteristics [4]. The conventional method to enhance electrical
and thermal conductivity of polymers is to compound the polymer with conductive
metallic powders. In this case with increasing CNT content the electrical and ther-
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mal conductivity increases by an order of magnitude at the percolation threshold
which depends on the dispersion state and geometry of the filler. In order to obtain
a material with high conductivity, high loading of conductive filler is needed. The
anisotropy of the carbon nanotubes can be used to adjust the macroscopic proper-
ties of the sample by orienting the nanotubes and polymer chains in the PNC film.
The polymer isotactic polypropylene (iPP), has liquid crystalline properties being
known to exhibit a smectic phase under shear stress [4]. It has also been shown,
that MWCNTs accelerate the crystallization kinetics of iPP [5]. The iPP/CNT
nanocomposites were prepared from a dispersion with CNTs at concentrations of
0 and 5 wt% by co-precipitation from a nonsolvent. Films of these composites
were then made by compression molding [6, 7, 8]. Under shearing conditions in
the liquid nanocomposite, in our experiments, they are expected to align in the
direction of shearing with a certain degree of liquid crystalline order. It is expected
to see CNT content not only change the magnitude of the electrical conductivity
but also to induce anisotropy. In our previous work [9] on melt-sheared iPP/CNTs
nano-composite films, anisotropy was suggested by x-ray scattering (2D-WAXS)
patterns, polarized optical microscopy (POM), and two-dimensional microscopic
transmission ellipsometry (2D-MTE) data. Anisotropy in melt-sheared samples
indicates ordering of iPP/CNT nanostructures to thus produce oriented films.
The optical transport in polymer films and in carbon nanotubes differs signifi-
cantly. Control of the internal order of both in nanocomposites can bring a tunable
range of optical constants which can be used in their design for applications. It
has been shown that MWCNTs align under shear stress in polymer melts [10].
Our results show that the electrical and thermal conductivity of the nanocom-
posites increases when MWCNTs are added, which is expected because of the
generally lower volume resistivity of the CNTs. When nano-composites were melt-
shear oriented the electrical and thermal conductivity was different in directions
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of orientation, a property that can fur-
ther be explored at different CNTs concentrations, orientation conditions and for
other polymers. Control of the internal order of iPP and CNTs in nano-composites
can bring a tunable range of electrical and thermal conductivity, which combined
with other adjustable properties, like anisotropic thermal conductivity and opti-
cal properties, mechanical and chemical stability can be used for designing new
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applications.
7.2 Results and Discussions
7.2.1 Electrical Transport Properties
In Fig. 7.1, the measured electrical conductivity of nonsheared σ0 and sheared σs
samples of iPP/CNT is shown for two different temperatures. The addition of
CNTs increases the electrical conductivity by about four orders of magnitude for
the non-sheared and sheared samples as compared to neat iPP. This agrees with the
expectations because the pure iPP is an insulator and CNTs conduct electricity.
For the nanocomposite, the resistivity for sheared samples is higher by over a
factor of 2 than for nonsheared samples and is consistent with shear induced in-
plane orientational order of the CNTs. Such planar orientational order of the CNTs
would result in a larger average distance between the nanotubes perpendicular to
the orientation axis (perpendicular to the film plane) than for random oriented
CNTs. This would decrease the electrical conductivity for sheared samples in this
experimental configuration. This is further supported by an absence of a shear
induced difference in σ for neat iPP films, except a small difference for 300 K. This
shows that orientation effects on the conductivity of PNCs is a novel property of
the CNT distribution.
For all film samples, the electrical conductivity increases with increasing tem-
perature from 273 to 230 K and is likely due to the thermally activated motion of
the polymer chains, the CNTs, and the interaction between them (See Fig. 7.2).
The resistivity drop of neat iPP is increasing with increasing temperature. This
effect even more pronounced for iPP/CNT composite samples. The anisotropy in
sheared and non-sheared sample is increasing for increasing temperature for the
iPP/CNT samples, but it shows different trend for lower and higher CNT con-
centration for iPP/CNT samples (See Fig. 7.3). The effect of increased thermal
motion and thermal expansion lead to better contact between the polymer chains
and between the polymer chains and the nanotubes, measured as a decrease in
resistivity in both neat iPP films and in their nanocomposites. The peculation
threshold is not observed sudden drop and it pronounced slowly. It is due to the
fact of pressing and shearing.
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Figure 7.1. Electrical conductivity of non sheared (upper panel) and sheared (lower
panel) IPP/CNTs nanocomposite for 40 ◦C and 20 ◦C as a function of CNT concentra-
tion.
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Figure 7.2. Electrical conductivity of non sheared (upper panel) and sheared (lower
panel) IPP/CNTs nanocomposite as a function of CNT temperature.
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Figure 7.3. Anisotropy in electrical conductivity of non sheared and sheared IPP/CNTs
nanocomposite as a function of CNT temperature.
It is possible that the dipole-dipole interactions in the polymer at higher tem-
perature enhance its electrical conductivity. Our results also suggest that the
interaction between polymer and CNTs are influenced more by kinetic factors at
higher temperature. These interactions are reducing defects in the samples, in-
creasing contact and therefore enhancing conductivity at higher temperature and
in presence of CNTs.
Carbon nanotubes have large electrical conductivity, low resistivity, molecu-
lar scale and large anisotropy upon orientation due to their large aspect ratio.
Polymers are electrical insulators and inducing internal order in polymer films
does not significantly affect the electrical conductivity in sheared and non-sheared
films. Combining the two shows that a new property in polymer nano-composites
of anisotropy in electrical conductivity. Moreover it can be tuned in degree of
anisotropy and in absolute magnitude by controlling several parameters of the
nanocomposite films at different temperatures. The internal structure of the PNCs
is determining whether the macroscopic electric transport properties will be those
of the polymer, of the nanotubes, or will have an intermediate value. Also, the
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degree of orientation in our samples induces a novel property of electric transport
anisotropy, which we envision as useful for applications. The internal structure
of our samples is determined by several constraints: 1) The thickness of the films
restricts the degrees of freedom for the orientation of the CNTs to a preferential
two dimensional one 2) The shearing procedure reduces additionally the dimen-
sionality of ordering to closer to one dimensional. It induces order parameter of
the CNTs and the iPP chains, which at low concentration leads to anisotropy of
the electric transport through the films. If the order parameter was zero, we would
not have observed the macroscopic anisotropy in electrical transport that we did
3) The percolation threshold depends on several parameters, such as concentra-
tion, order parameter, film thickness, length and thickness of CNTs, conductivity
of the CNTs, and in future studies, the composition and structure of the polymer
chains. The degree of orientation, the percentage of CNTs, the degree of dispersion,
the percolation of CNTs, the film thickness and dimensions, all are controllable
to achieve the desired anisotropy in electrical conductivity and the magnitude
of the overall electrical conductivity of the nano-composites. This property can
be combined with other properties of polymer-carbon nanotube nano-composites,
like anisotropy and degree of electrical conductivity to achieve the ideal combi-
nation of these properties for desired applications. Conductivity increases with
increasing temperature and increases with increased orientation of the CNTs. The
conductivity increase can be due to the fact that at higher temperature defects
are removed. In the nanocomposite this may also be due to the fact that thermal
expansion coefficients for iPP than CNT are different and this process affects the
CNTs percolation network. Further improvement of the methods of dispersion and
alignment of the CNTs can enhance electrical anisotropy for PNC films.
7.2.2 Thermal Transport Properties
The measured thermal conductivity, κ, of nonsheared and sheared samples of
iPP/CNT is shown Fig. 7.4, for two different temperatures. The addition of CNTs
increases The thermal conductivity increases with increasing concentration. This
matches with the expectations because the pure iPP is an insulator and CNTs
highly thermal conductive material . For the nanocomposite, the conductivity
for sheared samples is slightly lower by over a factor of 1.5 than for nonsheared
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samples and is consistent with shear induced in-plane orientational order of the
CNTs. Such planar orientational order of the CNTs would result in a larger aver-
age distance between the nanotubes perpendicular to the orientation axis than for
random oriented CNTs. This would decrease the thermal conductivity for sheared
samples. This is further supported by an absence of a shear induced difference in
κ for neat iPP films, except a small difference for 300 K. This shows that orienta-
tion effects on the thermal conductivity of PNCs is a novel property of the CNT
distribution.
In all samples, the thermal conductivity increases with increasing temperature
from 233 to 230 K and is likely due to the thermal vibrations and expansions
between the polymer chains, the CNTs, and the interaction between them (See
Fig. 7.5). The thermal conductivity of neat iPP is remains same with increas-
ing temperature. The anisotropy in sheared and non-sheared sample is increasing
for increasing temperature for the iPP/CNT samples, but it shows negative slope
anisotropy with increasing temperature (See Fig. 7.6). The effects of increased ther-
mal vibrations and thermal expansion lead to better contact between the polymer
chains and the nanotubes, measured as a increases in thermal conductivity in both
pure iPP films and in their nanocomposites.
Our results also suggest that the interaction between polymer and CNTs are in-
fluenced more by thermal vibrations and expansions at higher temperature. These
interactions are reducing defects in the samples, increasing contact and therefore
enhancing thermal conductivity at higher temperature in presence of CNTs.
Carbon nanotubes have large thermal conductivity, molecular scale and strong
anisotropy upon orientation due to their large aspect ratio. Polymers are thermal
insulators and inducing internal order in polymer films does not significantly affect
the thermal conductivity in sheared and non-sheared films. Combining the two
shows that a new property in polymer nanocomposites of anisotropy in thermal
conductivity. Moreover it can be tuned in degree of anisotropy and in absolute
magnitude by controlling several parameters of the nanocomposite films at dif-
ferent temperatures. The internal structure of the PNCs is determining whether
the macroscopic thermal transport properties will be those of the polymer, of the
nanotubes. Also, the degree of orientation in our samples induces a novel prop-
erty of thermal transport anisotropy, which we envision as useful for applications.
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Figure 7.4. Thermal conductivity of non sheared (upper panel) and sheared (lower
panel) IPP/CNTs nanocomposite for 40 ◦C and 20 ◦C as a function of CNT concentra-
tion.
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Figure 7.5. Thermal conductivity of non sheared (upper panel) and sheared (lower
panel) IPP/CNTs nanocomposite as a function of CNT temperature.
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Figure 7.6. Anisotropy in thermal conductivity of non sheared and sheared IPP/CNTs
nanocomposite as a function of CNT temperature.
The internal structure of our samples is determined by several constraints: 1) The
thickness of the films restricts the degrees of freedom for the orientation of the
CNTs to a preferential two dimensional one 2) The shearing procedure reduces ad-
ditionally the dimensionality of ordering to closer to one dimensional. It induces
order parameter of the CNTs and the iPP chains, which at low concentration leads
to anisotropy of the thermal transport through the films. If the order parameter
was zero, we would not have observed the macroscopic anisotropy in thermal trans-
port that we did 3) The percolation threshold depends on several parameters, such
as concentration, order parameter, film thickness, length and thickness of CNTs,
conductivity of the CNTs, and in future studies, the composition and structure
of the polymer chains. The degree of orientation, the percentage of CNTs, the
degree of dispersion, the percolation of CNTs, the film thickness and dimensions,
all are controllable to achieve the desired anisotropy in thermal conductivity and
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the magnitude of the overall thermal conductivity of the nano-composites. This
property can be combined with other properties of polymer-carbon nanotube nano-
composites, like anisotropy and degree of thermal conductivity to achieve the ideal
combination of these properties for desired applications. Conductivity increases
with increasing temperature and increases with increased orientation of the CNTs.
The thermal conductivity increase can be due to the fact that at higher tempera-
ture defects are removed. In the nanocomposite this may also be due to the fact
that thermal expansion coefficients for iPP than CNT are different and this pro-
cess affects the CNTs percolation network. Further improvement of the methods
of dispersion and alignment of the CNTs can enhance thermal anisotropy for PNC
films.
7.2.3 Optical Transport Properties
Our results on the unsheared film samples show that the CNTs lower slightly the
index of refraction for the entire range of wavelengths studied (Fig. 7.7), which
is expected due to the lower index of refraction of pure carbon nanotubes and a
random distribution/alignment of the CNTs [11]. The extinction coefficient k for
the pure iPP film is zero over the entire range of wavelengths studied. For 1 wt%
CNTs sample, however, k is roughly constant from 1000 to 600 nm but decreases
sharply below 600 nm and approaches zero near 300 nm. The increase of the ex-
tinction coefficient is a controllable property of the polymer films by the nanofiller
and is tunable with careful calculation of the content of the nanocomposites.
The anisotropy of the refractive index n parallel to the shearing direction (n‖)
and perpendicular (n⊥) for the iPP and 1 wt% CNT nanocomposite sample is
shown in Fig. 7.8. Over the entire range of wavelengths studied (350 to 1000 nm),
n⊥ is larger than n‖, both being larger than n measured for the unsheared 1 wt%,
CNTs sample (comparing upper panels of Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8). This is consistent
with the view that that the shearing has aligned the polymer and CNTs, which
would change the polarizibility along this direction. The fractional anisotropy,
for the 1 wt% CNTs nanocomposite sheared film sample is weakly wavelength
dependent, decreasing from 0.0063 at 350 nm to just under 0.005 at 1000 nm.
According to our measurements, the CNTs decrease the refractive index in
iPP/CNT nanocomposites in unsheared films, at small concentration of 1 wt%
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Figure 7.7. Index of refraction (upper panel) and extinction coefficient (lower panel)
for pure iPP and 1 wt% CNTs, IPP/CNTs nanocomposite as a function of wavelength.
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Figure 7.8. The refractive index n for iPP nanocomposite with 1 wt% CNT in directions
parallel (n‖) and perpendicular (n⊥) to the shear direction (top panel) and the percent
anisotropy of n (δ, ns) as a function of wavelength λ (bottom panel).
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of CNTs, as expected by their generally lower index of refraction than iPP [11].
These results are consistent if the CNTs can be reasonably considered randomly
distributed and aligned, thus the respective n of the iPP and CNTs simply su-
perimpose for the nanocomposite. More interestingly, we observe a difference in n
parallel and perpendicular to the shearing direction in addition to a shift in the av-
erage n compared to the unsheared iPP/CNTs nanocomposite at 1 wt% of CNTs.
It is possible that the shear aligning may have altered the percolation threshold for
this sample to yield an increase in. These effects of baseline shifts and anisotropy
due to shear alignment will be explored further at higher concentrations of CNTs
and varying shearing conditions for applications that require anisotropy of the
optical properties. The usefulness of this approach of creating carbon nanotube
nanocomposites with different concentrations is also for applications where tun-
ing of the extinction coefficient in the polymer nanocomposite films is necessary.
CNTs are an important agent for modulating the optical transport properties of
oriented and un-oriented polymer films.
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Chapter8
Concluding Remarks
This work reveals the dramatic effects of nanaomaterials on the liquid crystalline
polymer crystallization and melting phase transitions. It also shows the effect of
nanomaterials like carbon nanotubes and quantum dots (CdS) nano-particles on
the phase transitions of 9OO4, 8CB and 10CB. It also shows the anisotropy of
transport properties of polymer melt shear nanocomposites over a wide range of
temperatures.
In the LC 9OO4 system, the effect of scan rates causes the change in the dy-
namic of liquid crystal. The specific heat, dielectric constant, and molecular mod-
eling suggest that the combination of bent/twisted core structure, core flexibility,
and orientation of the effective dipole moment lead to the onset of a monotropic
SmB phase that converts very slowly from a SmC phase, an N -SmA transition
similar to a very different LC structure, and the appearance of an intermediate
smectic-like phase between melting and the SmA phases.
In 9OO4/CNT composite system, the introduction of CNT on 9OO4 causes
the change in the phase behavior. All mesophases have transition temperatures
1 K higher and a crystallization temperature 4 K higher than that of the pure
9OO4. The crystal phase super heats until a strongly first-order specific heat fea-
ture is observed, indicating melting 0.5 K higher than in the pure 9OO4. The en-
thalpy change associated with I-N and N -SmA phase transitions are only slightly
changed with increasing φw, but are generally lower than pure 9OO4. The total
transition enthalpy associated with the all transitions is independent on the CNT
concentration and thermal treatment. The bulk or pure-like behavior of the phase
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transitions is supported by the bulk-like 9OO4 ECE behavior of the SmA-SmC for
the 0.05 wt% sample. The results are arising from the LC-CNT surface interactions
breaking orientational symmetry uniformly over a distance along the CNT greater
than the nematic correlation length but allowing the LC to slide essentially freely
on the CNT surface to accommodate various translational symmetries, leading to
a net ordering effect for all transitions. These results suggest that the interactions
between molecular structure, dipole moment of liquid crystal and graphene-like
surface can allow a random dispersion of CNT to promote both orientational and
positional order depending on the length scale of the local order and the degree of
surface freedom.
In 8CB/QD composite system, the addition of QD on 8CB causes the change in
the phase behavior. The I-N phase transition temperature 2.67 K suppresses and
a N-SmA phase transition temperature 2.35 K suppresses than that of the pure
8CB. The enthalpy change associated with I-N phase transitions shows slightly
different on heating and cooling and it also shows crossover behavior at lower
and higher QDs content. The enthalpy change associated with N -SmA phase
transitions is independent on QD concentration and thermal treatment. The order
of the transition remains the same being the I-N weakly first-order and the N -
SmA second-order. The behavior of QDs depends sensitively on the nature of the
LC, anchoring conditions and QDs size. The results clearly demonstrates that the
nematic phase impose self assembly on QDs to form one dimensional arrays leading
to QDs induces net local disordering effect in LC media.
In iPP/CNT composite system, the addition of CNT on iPP causes the dra-
matic change on melting and crystallization behavior. The CNTs act as a strong
nucleating agent for crystal growth and it displayed nucleating effect comparable
to that of traditional nucleating agents. An increase in the melting temperature
after non-isothermal crystallization pointed at a higher degree of crystalline per-
fection in the presence of CNTs. The complex multiple melting behavior was
interpreted in terms of recrystallization phenomena occurring during heating. The
scan rate effects causes dramatic change on melting and crystallization behavior
of iPP/CNT system. The combination of these two important materials has many
practical applications that require a deeper understanding of the thermo-physical
properties and their connection to the microscopic order.
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Finally, iPP/CNT system, the internal structure of anisotropic nanocomposites
determines the anisotropy of their macroscopic properties. Nanoscale oriented
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in a polymer matrix allow for anisotropy of thermal and
electrical transport and their control by varying concentration, alignment methods
and temperature. A better understanding of the transport of energy through such
unique systems will improve the applications of these materials. The macroscopic
thermal and electrical transport of iPP/CNT thin films show the dramatic change
as function of shearing, temperature and CNT concentration. The percolation
threshold is clearly pronounced in both electrical and thermal conductivities due
to shearing and pressing treatment of the samples. This will further our abilities
to nano-engineer material for many important applications.
8.1 Future Directions
Continued research efforts are needed to further understand the behavior of the
system we have studied.
1. In 9OO4 system, detailed dielectric measurements exploring the anisotropy
as a function of frequency through the various transitions would be very in-
teresting as well as x-ray scattering to determine the smectic-A layer spacing
behavior. Higher resolution calorimetry would confirm the expected critical
behavior of the continuous transitions.
2. In 9OO4/CNT composite system, experimental efforts for studying the sam-
ple homogeneity in the liquid crystal and nanomaterials composite system
would be interesting and are needed to understand the behavior of the liquid
crystal nanocomposite systems.
3. In 8CB/QD composite system, continued experimental efforts probing the
the homogeneity of the sample, frequency-dependent dynamics, smectic struc-
tures via x-ray scattering and elastic behavior via light-scattering of the
homogeneous sample as a function of QDs concentration and temperature
would be particularly important and interesting.
4. In iPP/CNT composite system (shear and non-sheared samples), continued
experimental efforts probing the the homogeneity of the sample, temperature
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dependence of optical properties and dielectric properties of the homogeneous
sample as a function of CNT concentration and temperature would be par-
ticularly important and interesting.
So far, I have studied the behavior of thermotropic liquid crystals and iPP
polymer only. I would like to study the behavior of various lyotropic liquid crystal
materials and various polymers with nanoparticles.
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